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Object-oriented technology has opened the doors for 
many new ideas in system development. The object-oriented 
paradigm has produced many new object-oriented programming 
languages. As with any new methodology, a need for formal­
ism arises to remove ambiguities and inconsistencies and to 
bring a sense of continuity to software design. Formal 
languages provide a sound basis for software development 
throughout the software life cycle. This work presents a 
set of characteristic features for object-oriented design 
languages and defines a formal object-oriented design 
language, DELTA.
The rapidly changing face of software has led to an 
ever increasing need to update out-of-date methods and user 
interfaces. Software developers want to be able to use the 
same type of visual interfaces available in application 
software. The introduction of windowing environments has 
led to a market for methodologies which incorporate graph­
ical features to supplement textual components of soft­
ware. The present genre of formal languages must evolve in 
the same direction to be considered as effective in the de­
sign process. DELTA meets this need by providing a 
modern development environment with graphical features to 
complement the text that is necessary in any design 
specification.
Researchers and prominent software engineers have pro­
vided a litany of object-oriented methodologies. The
commonality of these methods is the step-by-step approach 
to software development. Software engineers agree in the­
ory that the best approach to designing software which will 
stand the test of time is one which has a sound established 
discipline. Such a discipline produces a design in incre­
mentations. DELTA supports this theory by providing es­
tablished levels of incremental design representation.
The advent of computer-aided design has led to the evo­
lution of rapid-prototyping. Changes in system require­
ments, detection of errors, competition in the market, and 
the ongoing maintenance of software systems can be ad­
dressed by the development of system prototypes. DELTA 
responds to this challenge by establishing a design speci­
fication representation which can be easily mapped to an ob­
ject-oriented programming language. This transition from 
design to prototype can be enhanced by formal annotations 
to the chosen implementation language. Annotations have 
been developed for DELTA software designs prototyped in 
the object-oriented language Actor.
1. INTRODUCTION
We have much more powerful technology to build systems 
of today as compared to that of the procedural language 
era. The systems of today have also increased in size, 
complexity, and volatility from those of a decade or two 
ago. Batch-oriented systems have given way to today's 
on-line systems. These interactive systems are more con­
cerned with developing a user interface--window capabili­
ties, pull-down menus, manipulating icons, controlling po­
sition of a mouse--that takes up to 75 percent of the 
code. Building today's data-oriented systems has given the 
modeling of the data a higher priority than functional com­
plexity. Object-oriented approaches allow a more natural 
development of such modern systems [Coa90].
Formal languages pervade all phases of software develop­
ment. Object-oriented technigues have been applied to the 
various phases of software development as well. As a re­
sult, numerous object-oriented design methods have been pro­
posed. Since design languages are formal languages used to 
enhance the design process, a natural progression is to in­
corporate the concepts of object-oriented design into a de­
sign language. This research defines a formal object-ori­
ented design language, DELTA, which is an incremental 
detailed design representation.
Ivar Jacobsen, who has more than 25 years of experience 
in the industry and is the developer of the Objectory pro­
cess, has recently stated the following as trends in future
1
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object technology [Jac93]. Developers will work with graph­
ical development environments, because describing objects 
with text alone is ineffective. In order for the develop­
ment process to be effective, the modeling language for 
analysis and design must be formalized. The modeling lan­
guage will have formal, intuitively intelligible semantics.
The trend toward Graphical User Interfaces, GUI's, has 
led to a demand for graphical interfaces at all phases of 
design. Many graphical query languages for databases have 
evolved. Among them are CUPID [McD75], GUIDE [Won82], 
PICASSO [Kim88]. Wu, developer of GLAD (Graphics LAnguage 
for Database [Wu87]), describes his experience in develop­
ing an easy-to-learn and easy-to-use visual interface for 
databases using object-oriented design technigues [Pin90]. 
The employment of object-oriented design improved the qual­
ity and quantity of the code which is easily modified and 
very reusable. It is not inconceivable to realize the same 
potential benefits for a design language.
The modes of expression of our languages must evolve in 
order for the architecture of object-oriented systems to 
evolve substantially and support an effective development 
process [Jac93]. DELTA advances the technology by pro­
viding graphical views and interfaces in the design-code 
transition.
A recent workshop assessed the role of computer-aided 
prototyping in software development [Luq92]. Among the 
benefits cited were improvements in communication which
trigger inevitable requirements changes early in develop­
ment, reductions in risk by providing a basis for assessing 
the feasibility and performance of alternative designs, and 
the most feasible way to validate specifications.
Prototyping was performed manually prior to the advent 
of comptuer-aided design. It was slow and expensive, and 
resulted in prototypes that were not easily modified. Two 
main types of prototyping have evolved today, throwaway and 
evolutionary [Luq92].
Throwaway prototypes are used primarily to gain insiqht 
into the behavior of a system and the feasibility of a de­
sign. This type of prototyping is also known as rapid-pro­
totyping. The programming language chosen may or may not 
be the final programming language used in the system.
Evolutionary prototypes are used to produce a series of 
prototypes which converge to become an acceptable version 
of the system. A system is modeled and feedback from custo­
mers is used to address modifications to the requirements 
specifications. Caution must be taken to avoid diverging 
in the transformation from prototype to production code. 
Maintenance is usually performed first on the flexible 
prototypes to see how changes affect the behavior of the 
system.
Rapid-prototyping can be applied to various types of 
systems. Recently, formal description techniques were 
developed to provide rapid-prototyping of communication 
protocols and concurrent systems from LOTOS (language of
temporal ordering specification) specifications [Val93]. 
DELTA provides a formal means of rapid-prototyping ob­
ject-oriented specifications.
The need for an object-oriented formal design language 
which combines graphics with text in an incremental devel­
opment environment that allows prototyping is the motiva­
tion for this research.
2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Formal Languages
The importance of formal languages was realized by 
Peter Naur in 1959, when John Backus presented a descrip­
tion of Algol in a formal syntactic notation that did not 
agree with Naur's interpretation of the Algol-58 report. 
Thus a precise method of describing syntax, Backus-Naur 
Form (BNF), was developed. Descriptive languages, such as 
BNF, are called metalanguages. A metalanguage is used to 
describe another language. Simultaneously, Noam Chomsky 
developed a mathematical description of four different 
classes of languages. The class of languages described by 
BNF is Chomsky's context-free grammars. The relationship 
between BNF and Chomsky's hierarchy led to the mathematical 
analysis of the syntax and grammar of programming languag­
es. Among the realizable benefits developed from this anal­
ysis are automatic parser-generators, automating a previous­
ly difficult aspect of compiler writing.
Formal methods are used in systems development. A 
sound, well-defined mathematical basis can be provided for 
a formal method in terms of a formal specification language 
[Win90]. Formal specification languages arose from a need 
to complement natural language descriptions of requirements 
specifications. In writing technical documents, the same 
concept, should consistently be denoted by the same words. 
The concepts underlying formal specification languages are 
basically the same. These concepts include well-known
5
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mathematical notions like sets, functions, relations, and 
sequences [Mey85]. A formal specification language can be 
mathematically defined in terms of its syntactic domain, 
its semantic domain, and a relation defining the semantic 
interpretation of its syntactic elements [Gut82]. Speci­
fication languages represent formal methods in terms of a 
well-defined logical inference system that can be complete­
ly mechanized. This inference system can be used to sup­
port or challenge the validity of a requirements specifi­
cation. Specification languages target particular types of 
users (customers and specifiers vs. specifiers and imple­
mentors) and a particular application domain (sequential 
vs. parallel, procedural vs. object-oriented, and others). 
Formal methods are not restricted to requirements anal­
ysis. All phases of system development can benefit from 
applying formal methods. As a result formal specification 
languages can be developed to represent the formal methods 
applied at each stage of system development [Win90].
2.1.1 Requirements Analysis
There are several specification languages which can be 
used in requirements analysis to transform informal require­
ments to formal specifications, as well as, in system de­
sign to show decomposition and refinement. A requirements 
specification languaqe should reveal ambiguities, contradic­
tions, and incompleteness in the customer's requirements.
A well-known example is the language PAISLey, a Pro­
cess-oriented, Applicative, and Interpretable Specification
7
Language, used to formally specify requirements for embed­
ded systems [Zav82]. The motivation in developing PAISLey 
was to produce requirements specifications that are pre­
cise, unambiguous, internally consistent, and complete. An 
LALR grammar for PAISLey in BNF was developed. Using the 
operational approach to development, which emphasizes the 
construction of an operating model of the system function­
ing in its environment, the requirements specifications are 
executable. The specification becomes a simulation model 
generating behaviors of the specified system. An execut­
able specification can be tested and. debugged. Demands of 
executability impose a coherence and discipline. PAISLey 
is noted as being capable of specifying the results of de­
sign decisions. A logical extension would be to investi­
gate its properties as a design specification language. A 
uniform language for requirements and design would make it 
feasible to greatly improve the traceability and automata- 
bility of design. This might, also lead to a better theo­
retical understanding of design. At the time PAISLey was 
introduced, it was noted that the potential of forma] lan­
guages had not yet fully been exploited for expressing 
real-world concepts.
2.1.2 System Design
Formal methods can be applied to transforming a require­
ments specification into a system design. Using a top-down 
approach, this involves functional decomposition, stepwise 
refinement, and identifying interfaces between modules.
Using an object-oriented approach, this involves identify­
ing objects, operations, and the interfaces between them. 
Representative languages include PSL/PSA, Larch, Anna, and 
A+ + .
PSL/PSA is a Problem Statement Language developed by D. 
Teichrow at the University of Michigan. The Problem 
Statement Analyzer is the PSL processor. PSL is a model 
that describes a system as a set of objects, where each 
object may have properties, and each property may have 
property values. Objects may be interconnected through 
relationships. PSL/PSA supports not only requirements 
analysis, but also design [Tei77].
Each language developed in the Larch family of specifi­
cation languages has two components. The first is a Larch 
Shared Language which is common to all languages and is pri­
marily algebraic. Its equations define relations among op­
erators which are then used by the interface specifica­
tions. The second component is a Larch Interface Language 
which is particular to a specific programming language. It 
is used to specify program modules and to provide informa­
tion needed to write programs that use these modules. Only 
two such languages had been developed at the time the Larch 
family was introduced— Larch/Pascal and Larch/Clu [Gut85].
Luckham describes two approaches to design specifica­
tion languages [Luc85]. One approach is referred to as a 
"fresh start" because it does not have to accommodate the 
peculiarities of a given programming language design. The
other is referred to as an ’"evolutionary approach” because 
it extends an existing high-level programming language 
which people will be more likely to use. Anna, ANNotated 
Ada, is an extension of Ada which provides additional facil­
ities for formal specifications. Anna's extensions are gen­
eralizations of explanatory constructs already in Ada, addi­
tions of new constructs, and additions of new specification 
constructs.
A+ + , an annotated C + + , follows in Anna's footsteps by 
providing an annotation formalism to support object-orient­
ed concepts [Cli90]. A++ has made an attempt to improve
both code safety and efficiency. Semantic information can 
be expressed in behavioral specifications of objects in 
A++. The syntax of A++ is intended to be more natural to 
C + + programmers, and therefore accommodates the specific 
constructs of C++.
Although several design languages have been developed, 
there are certain features provided by DELTA which are 
lacking in its forerunners. One such feature is the formal 
graphical definition which DELTA provides of the object 
hierarchy. The textual counterpart can be modified and the 
graphical definition is simultaneously updated. Other de­
sign languages do not provide these graphical features. A- 
nother feature is DELTA's language independent notation 
which allows greater applicability. A limitation of the ex­
isting object-oriented design languages is that they must 
be used in conjunction with a specific programming
10
language. DELTA addresses each of the problems noted 
above and thus encourages the use of object-oriented 
technology.
2.1.3 System Verification and Validation
Formal verification of a system is the process of show­
ing that a design correctly implements its specification. 
Although complete correctness may be impossible to verify, 
the application of formal methods to systems has uncovered 
errors that would have otherwise gone undetected. Among 
these are flaws discovered in published algorithms and 
circuit designs that had been accepted as correct for 
years.
RKemmerer uses a variant of Ina Jo to demonstrate 
the need for testing formal specifications in order to de­
tect design errors. Ina Jo is a nonprocedural assertion 
language that is an extension of first-order predicate cal­
culus. As Kemmerer notes, most specification languages are 
nonprocedural. One advantage is that no commitment is made 
to the order in which parts of an operation are to be per­
formed. Another advantage is that this allows the imple­
mentor to choose the order that is most efficient in terms 
of time or space. A disadvantage is that generally only 
one possible implementation is considered when converting 
to an executable procedural form. A second disadvantage is 
that there is no guarantee that all implementations will 
provide the desired functionality [Kem85].
11
ASLAN is a specification language for sequential sys­
tems that is based on 1st order predicate calculus. RT- 
ASLAN was developed as an extension of ASLAN that provides 
methods of inserting Real-Time verification [Aue86]. ASLAN 
was chosen as a starting point because its specification 
language and processor provide top level and interlevel cor­
rectness mechanisms. RT-ASLAN was developed to address the 
problem of developing reliable software that meets critical 
correctness requirements and critical performance 
deadlines.
2.1.4 Taxonomy of Formal Methods
Specification languages permit concise statement and 
automated analysis. Some specification languages are graph­
ical, and others are textual. Some are manually applied 
and others have automated processors [Fai85].
Wing [Win90] gives a taxonomy of formal methods and the 
corresponding specification languages. This taxonomy in­
cludes two broad classes of formal methods: model-oriented
vs. property-oriented. Model-oriented methods construct 
the system in terms of mathematical structures. PAISLey is 
a model-oriented language. Property-oriented methods speci­
fy the system's behavior indirectly by a set of axioms. An­
na and Larch are specification languages that employ an axi­
omatic method. These languages state no more than the nec­
essary minimal system constraints making it possible for 
more implementations to satisfy the specification. DELTA 
is such a property-oriented method.
12
more implementations to satisfy the specification. DELTA 
is such a property-oriented method.
Another category in Wing's taxonomy is visual methods 
which contain graphical elements in the syntactic domain of 
the language. Any language which incorporates visual meth­
ods such as Petri nets, Harel's state charts, HIPO charts, 
or Booch diagrams falls into this category. The Miro visu­
al languages were based on Harel's higraph notation. 
DELTA incorporates a visual method and thus is a part of 
this category.
Formal methods which support executable specifications 
are more restricted than non-executable languages and may 
suffer from "implementation bias". PAISLey is an execut­
able specification language.
2.2 Object-Oriented Development
The object-oriented paradigm to software development is 
based on a data-driven approach. It permeates all phases 
of the software development life cycle. The decomposition 
of a problem begins with object- oriented technigues in the 
analysis phase and continues into the design phase.
The typical software life cycle with a procedural ap­
proach is based on the "Waterfall" model. Problems noted 
by Korson and McGregor [Kor90] are that the traditional 
life cycle does not include iteration, emphasize reuse of 
existing software, or provide a model to integrate the 
phases. Each system is developed from the ground up. A
13
large portion of the total system costs, as much as 60%, 
are attributed to maintenance. The object-oriented para­
digm addresses each of these problems.
The object-oriented software life cycle has three gen­
eral phases: analysis, design, and implementation. The
boundaries between these phases are not distinct. There is 
a high degree of overlap and iteration. Henderson-Sellers 
and Edwards [Hen9Q] suggest a Fountain model which places 
reguirements analysis and specification at its base. The 
succeeding phases bubble upward towards implementation. 
Maintenance plays a decreased role in the life cycle. Ob­
ject-oriented programming languages adjust readily to this 
model. In fact, Meyer [Mey88] promotes Eiffel as both a 
design and implementation language.
The move towards object-oriented development has been 
gradual. This can be attributed to the existing program­
ming languages. Functional decomposition is a natural way 
to develop systems that use procedural languages. Proce­
dures and algorithms are the base for development. Howev­
er, these systems cannot be easily maintained when new data 
structures or new functions are warranted.
"Object-based" technigues make a move towards viewing 
the system as a set of objects rather than procedures. 
More attention is devoted to data specifications than the 
procedural approach, but the architecture is still devel­
oped using functional decomposition. Jackson Struc­
tured Development (JSD) [Jac83] is one such methodology.
14
Analysis uses data structures to assist in the functional 
decomposition of a system.
A completely object-oriented approach to software devel­
opment views the system as a collection of objects. This 
uses bottom-up techniques and is the antithesis to top-down 
functional decomposition. The basic components of a system 
are objects grouped into classes. Inheritance between 
classes allows one to express specializations and generali­
zations of concepts represented by the classes. The ob­
ject-oriented paradigm arose from object-oriented lan­
guages. Since the term object-oriented brings different 
interpretations to mind, some of the basic concepts of ob­
ject-oriented programming are defined before discussinq 
object-oriented analysis and design.
2.2.1 Object-Oriented Concepts
1) Object
the basic run-time entity which occupies 
memory
has an associated address (like a record in 
Pascal)
the bits in its allocated memory space deter­
mine its state
has a set of procedures which define meaning­
ful operations on that object 
Example: Rectangle, Pentagon, Triangle and Circle
are objects of a system
15
2) Class
- is a description of 1 or more similar objects 
(like a type in a procedural programming 
language)
an object is an instance of a class 
Example: the object Rectangle is an instance of
the class Polygon
3) Attribute
characteristics of a class 
Example: an attribute of the class Polygon is the
number_of_sides
4) Message
actions are performed in the system by send­
ing a message to an object
a) the object receives a message
b) a selector specifies what kind of action 
to perform
c) the object uses its methods to perform 
the action
Example: Rectangle.create is a method for Rectan­
gle which dynamically allocates space 
for the object Rectangle when it re­
ceives the message create
5) Inheritance
a relation between classes that allows one to 
define a new class based on an existing class 
most promising concept to realize the goal of
16
constructing software systems from reusable
parts
a) Hierarchical Inheritance
a class is defined in terms of a single 
superclass
Example: A Rectangle is a Polygon which is a





Rectangle can inherit all of these 
attributes and specialize them
b) Multiple Inheritance
this increases data sharing by making it pos­
sible to combine descriptions from several 
classes
a class precedence list can be used to re­
solve conflicts (like dominant and recessive 
genes that are inherited)
Example: A Rectangle is a Polygon and also a
Screen_Image.
c) Benefits of Inheritance
- a class can be reused that is almost, but not 
exactly, what is needed
if higher-level classes are kept in a soft­
ware repository, eventually a generalization
17
of almost any desired class would already 
exist
6) Polymorphism
- the ability to take more than one form 
Example: the m e s s a g e  "draw" will take on
different methods for each type of 
polygon
7) Dynamic Binding
the code associated with a message is not 
known until run-time 
Example:
Current_Figures.item(i).draw 
the code matching the dynamic type of Current 
Figures.item(i) will be executed
- this code remains unchanged even if addition­
al kinds of shapes are added to the system
2.2.2 Object-Oriented Analysis
Most computer professionals know several programming 
languages and diagramming techniques to represent design. 
However, most of them know only one approach to analyzing 
and developing a system because learning a new development 
requires a fundamental change in their way of thinking 
[Kor90]. If one follows a procedural paradigm, then one 
takes a task-oriented viewpoint which produces procedures 
that perform tasks. Suppose a system developer is given a 
statement of requirements for a software system which would 
control the traffic lights at the intersection of two
streets. A procedural paradiqm approach would propose a 
functional decomposition that would include these 
functions:
-Control the Lights of the Intersection 
-Set Initial Sequence of Liqhts 
-Check Clock 
-Read Sensors
-Poll each Sensor 
-Set each Sensor Bit 
-Decide on Next State 
-Change Status
If one follows an object-oriented paradiqm, then one takes 
a modelinq viewpoint which produces class descriptions that 
model the problem domain. An object-oriented paradiqm ap­
proach to the above requirements specification would identi­













This approach would also determine messages between 
objects:
-Controller controls TrafficLight 
-Controller reads Sensor
Object-Oriented Analysis (00A) involves modeling 
the problem domain which consists of real-world objects and 
operations. The analysis phase examines the Requirements 
Specification and determines what is needed to model the 
problem. This is determining what the system must do to 
satisfy the customer. 00A is based on the uniform applica­
tion of methods of organization, communication with messag­





4) Defining Attributes (and Instance Connections)
5) Defining Services (and Message Connections)
Various techniques have been developed to analyze the 
Requirements Specification and to develop object-based 
models that can be used in the design phase [Lee90],
[Car90], [Lee91], and [Cor92].
2.2.3 The Design Phase of Software Development
Design takes the What? of the Requirements Analysis
Specification and translates it to the How? of a Design 
Specification. The goal of the designer is to produce a 
model or representation of a system in sufficient detail so
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that its physical implementation in a programming language 
can be realized.
2.2.3.1 Software Design Fundamentals
Software design methodologies are still in their infan­
cy. They began with refining the architecture of software 
in a top-down manner [Wir71]. A set of criteria was intro­
duced for the development of modular programs [Den73]. The 
philosophy of structured programming came about from the 
procedural aspects of design definition [Dah72]. Continued 
efforts produced methods for the translation of data flow 
[Ste74] and data structure [Jac75] into a design defini­
tion. Latest efforts have proposed an object-oriented ap­
proach to design [Cox86]. Software design continues to 
evolve as new architectures, new design methodologies, bet­
ter design analysis technigues, and a broader based under­
standing of the effects of a good design are developed. 
Common characteristics found among the various design 
methodologies are [Was80]:
1) a mechanism for the translation of information do­
main representation into design representation
2) a notation for representing functional components 
and their interfaces
3) heuristics for refinement and partitioning
4) guidelines for quality assessment.
Althouqh desiqn disciplines are often lacking flexibility, 
object-oriented techniques can provide a quality design 
that can lend itself more readily to change.
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The first step in the design phase is to apply the con­
cepts of data abstraction and information hiding to develop 
a data design. Data abstraction allows one to select data 
structures which are logical representations of the data 
objects which have been identified in the reguirements def­
inition and specification phase [Was80]. By reducing inter­
dependencies between software components, information hid­
ing is important for ensuring reliability and modifiability 
of software systems [Pas86]. All of the various design 
methodologies address the issues of data design in some 
fashion.
The purpose of architectural design is to represent the 
relationships among the major structural elements of a sys­
tem. Architectural design also brings together program and 
data structure. Interfaces are defined as well which en­
able data to flow throughout the system. Various design 
methods treat architectural design as a holistic view of
software. Just as an architect does not concern himself 
with the type of nails, the brand of paint, or the type of 
flooring that goes into his design, designers must not
concern themselves with coding details in architectural 
design.
Once the preliminary design concerns of transforming 
reguirements into data and software architecture have been 
met, the detail design phase refines the architectural rep­
resentation to develop detailed data structure and algorith­
mic representations of the software. Because there are
2 2
ambiguities involved in using a natural language to specify 
a design, a more constrained form of expression needs to be 
used.
There are various design notations. Among them are 
graphical design tools, such as the commonly known flow­
chart and the box diagram. These are mainly for procedural 
approaches to design. Booch diagrams [Boo83] and modular 
design charts as proposed by Wiener and Sincovec [Wie84] 
are developed for object-oriented design approaches. Tabu­
lar design tools also exist, such as decision tables which 
translate actions and conditions into a table which can be 
used as machine-readable input to a table driven algo­
rithm. Yet another design notation is a Program Design 
Language (PDL). A PDL is a pidgin language that uses the 
vocabulary of one language, like English, and the overall 
syntax of another, like a structured programming language 
[Cai75], Any of these design notations, if used properly, 
can be an invaluable aid to developing a design represen­
tation. No matter how good a design notation is however; 
if it's not used as it was intended, then it does nothing 
to clarify the design representation and may even introduce 
error. The design notation should provide a design repre­
sentation that is easy to understand and review. There 
should be a natural transition from design to actual code. 
To assure correctness, the design representation should be 
easy to maintain [Pre92], DELTA is an ob ject-oriented
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design representation which combines graphical methods with 
PDL-like text.
Software metrics can be used to assist in proper devel­
opment methods applied in the design phase. A framework 
for object-based measurement [Car88] has been developed. 
It measures characteristics of the initial requirements 
document from an object-oriented point of view. The pri­
mary goal of applying these metrics is to reduce subjec­
tivity. Added benefits derived are support for the deter­
mination of suitability of an object-oriented paradigm, and 
identification of potentially complex parts of the system.
2.2.3.2 Object-Oriented Design Methods
Object-Oriented Design (00D) is a methodology 
that combines data design, architectural design, and proce­
dural design. Data design is developed by identifying ob­
jects. Booch [Boo91] defines an object to be a model of a 
real-world entity that combines both data and operations on 
that data. 00D is used to show the hierarchy of "objects" 
in a system. These objects are the basic modules in a soft­
ware architecture. OOD is a set of interconnected objects 
[Was89]. Identifying operations that can be applied to ob­
jects and developing interfaces to send messages results in 
establishing an architectural structure. Defining opera­
tions in detail provides procedural design. A goal of OOD 
is to reduce the total life cycle software cost by increas­
ing programmer productivity and reducing maintenance
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costs. Another is to implement software systems that re­
sist both accidental and malicious corruption attempts.
The following steps have been proposed by Booch [Boo83] 
for OOD:
(1) Define the problem
(2) Develop an informal strategy for the software realiza­
tion of the real-world problem domain
(3) Formalize the strategy using the following substeps:
a) Identify objects and their attributes
b) Identify operations that may be applied to objects
c) Establish interfaces by showing the relationship 
between objects and operations
d) Decide on detailed design issues that will provide 
an implementation description for objects
(4) Reapply steps 2, 3 , and 4 recursively until a complete 
design is created
It has been noted that the above method is directed towards 
realization in languages like ADA which do not take advan­
tage of some of the more powerful object-oriented concepts 
such as inheritance and message sending. William Lorensen 
[Lor86] has developed the following OOD method:
(1) Identify the data abstractions for each subsystem
(2) Identify the attributes for each abstraction
(3) Identify the operations for each abstraction
(4) Identify the communication between objects
(5) Test the design with scenarios
(6) Apply inheritance where appropriate
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The designer is to repeat steps 1-6 for each level of 
abstraction.
General Object-Oriented Software Development 
(GOOD) was developed by Seidewitz and Stark at NASA Goddard 
Space Flight Center [Sei86]. This method handles the is­
sues of requirements specification and design phases of a 
software development life cycle that is Ada-oriented, The 
specification phase employs dataflow diagrams used to iden­
tify abstract entities. "Abstraction analysis" allows 
those entities to be transformed into objects in the design 
phase. Operations are identified by mapping these objects 
back to the requirements. The design phase uses object dia­
grams to show communication among the objects. Detailed de­
sign is performed by decomposing and annotating objects 
with an object description.
Hierarchical Object-Oriented Desiqn (HOOD) is a 
combination of Matra's work on abstract machines and Cisi- 
Ingeniere's work on OOD. One of HOOD's major goals is to 
map its features directly to Ada concepts. A "uses hier­
archy" shows how abstract objects use one another. Active 
objects, which interact directly with a control flow, and 
passive objects are both supported by HOOD [Hei87].
Multiple-view Object-Oriented Design (MOOD) is 
a structured OOD methodology developed by Kerth which ap­
plies concurrency. This method uses an analysis model de­
veloped with Ward/M ellor's Structured Analysis with Real- 
Time Extensions [War85] to support program construction.
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Even though MOOD supports OOD, it allows concurrent pro­
cesses to be expressed as tasks, not objects. Objects and 
tasks are identified, and their influence on each other is 
noted. Implementation of objects is addressed as well as 
sequential execution of a routine [Ker88].
Wasserman [Was89] observed that several of the above 
methods, (GOOD, HOOD, and MOOD), address an architectural 
design method, but have limitations. These methods do not 
make distinctions between the definition and use of objects 
that are adequate enouqh to develop a library of reusable 
objects. Support for inheritance seems to be limited. The 
methods seem to be more suited for Ada's interpretation of 
an object (a package or task), as opposed to addressing 
more general ideas of OOD. The concepts of structured de­
sign are lacking as well. Wasserman tries to overcome 
these limitations with a method called Object-Oriented 
Structured Desiqn (OOSD) that attempts to provide a sin- 
qle architectural design notation that can support every 
software design. OOSD attempts to support generation of
code from its notation for various object-oriented lan-
+ +guages such as Ada, C , Eiffel, and others.
Bertrand Meyer presents techniques for OOD [Mey88]. He 
addresses several design issues such as finding classes, de­
fining interfaces, and incorporating inheritance.
In summary, methods have been developed for OOD. These 
methods identify data, develop an architectural structure, 
and establish a basis for a detailed design representation.
DELTA can be used to represent an architectural design. 
DELTA refines this architectural design incrementally by 
developing detailed data representations, both visual and 
textual, in a formal object-oriented design language. 
DELTA is language independent which allows new data struc­
tures and constructs to be easily represented. By bringing 
formalism to the design phase in a visual method, DELTA 
provides an environment in which to easily maintain design 
specifications. This supports a means to assure 
correctness and consistency while removing ambiguity.
3. LANGUAGE FEATURE FOUNDATIONS OF DELTA
Formal specification languages were originally devel­
oped to satisfy a need to complement natural language de­
scriptions of requirements specifications. However, formal 
specification languages have permeated all stages of system 
development. The common basis for formal specification lan­
guages is a firm mathematical foundation for a formal meth­
od. It is difficult to accommodate the diverse technology 
and complex systems of today with one formal method. As 
discussed in 2.1.4, various areas have been addressed by 
formal methods and Wing [Win90] has developed a taxonomy of 
formal methods.
Since DELTA is a formal language with visual and tex­
tual representations, preliminary work to designing its 
syntax involved establishing a basic set of characteristics 
for an object-oriented design language [Gau91]. These 
characteristics established a basis on which to build the 
constructs of DELTA.
Object-oriented techniques are touted as a more natural 
way of developing today's data-oriented, interactive, on­
line systems. Top-down design methods are not conducive to 
tapping the potential of object-oriented programming 
languages of today, namely inheritance, which promotes 
reusability of code [Mey87]. To meet this demand, numerous 
object-oriented design methodologies have been proposed as 
discussed in section 2.2.3.2. Various design notations 
have also been developed and take many different forms.
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One such design notation is a Program Design Language 
(PDL). A PDL may be either an extension of an existing 
language, adding new constructs to it, or it may be de­
veloped specifically for use as a design representation. 
Besides combining several qualities of a good design nota­
tion, a PDL can be used to provide documentation for ease 
of ongoing maintenance of software. Depending on the final 
choice of the implementation language, there is a possibil­
ity for automatic code generation.
Most existing PDL's have been developed for procedural 
language design methods, namely top-down design. A set of 
characteristics for a basic PDL syntax has been provided by 
Pressman [Pre92]. These characteristics were derived from 
procedural languages. Modern systems can be developed more 
rapidly by adapting existing software to meet the needs of 
the current application domain. In order for an Object-Ori­
ented Design Language (OODL) to accommodate this goal, one 
must determine how an existing library of classes can be 
best utilized. This utilization is dependent upon the type 
of inheritance that an implementation language has to of­
fer, whether it be single or multiple inheritance. Certain 
domain applications lend themselves more readily to a de­
sign that is best implemented using single inheritance, and 
others would benefit most from a design which has incorpo­
rated multiple inheritance. As a result of examining the 
different object-oriented design methodologies that have 
been developed in recent years, a basic set of
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characteristics for an OODL was defined. These character­
istics provided a foundation for the development of 
DELTA.
Since most existing design languages have been based on 
a procedural paradigm, the characteristics of those lan­
guages were used as a basis to establish characteristics 
for an OODL. A comparison of the procedural and the ob­
ject-oriented paradigms gives insight as to some of the 
benefits to be derived from using an object-oriented ap­
proach over a procedural approach. One of the key differ­
ences in the two paradigms is inheritance which can enhance 
a design [Mey87]. However, inheritance presents a multi­
tude of problems in software development, if not used cor­
rectly or to its full potential [Hal87], [Ste86]. An OODL
should present a way to incorporate inheritance to overcome 
these problems without introducing additional development 
costs. The incorporating of inheritance into an OODL is 
discussed and a summary of inheritance traits is given. A 
survey of various object-oriented design methods has shown 
some of the benefits as well as some of the inadequacies of 
existing object-oriented design representations. Parallel­
ing the characteristics of a basic procedural design lan­
guage syntax, the characteristic features of an OODL which 
should be incorporated into its syntax are presented. The 
benefits to be derived from using an OODL are stated.
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3.1 Importance of Formal Languages
The importance of formal languages was realized by the 
developers of BNF notation which provided a precise method 
of describing syntax. As Wing notes [Win90], there are sev­
eral factors which contribute to the importance of formal 
languages, among which are:
—  Establish a sound mathematical basis for a formal 
method
—  Enhance every phase of system development
—  Support or challenge the validity of a formal method
—  Add new constructs to a language
—  Detect flaws in existing formal methods
As stated previously, formal languages can be used to en­
hance every phase of system development. Object-oriented 
techniques have been applied to various phases of software 
development as well. As a result, numerous object-oriented
design methods have been proposed. Since design languages
are formal languages used to enhance the design process, a 
natural progression is to incorporate the concepts of ob­
ject-oriented design into a design language.
3.2 Characteristics of a Design Language
Because there are ambiguities involved in using a nat­
ural language to specify a design, a more constrained form 
of expression needs to be used. One such design notation 
is a PDL as described in section 2.2.3.1. New constructs
or extensions to languages have evolved as a result of
PDL's. A PDL may resemble a programming language such as
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PASCAL or ADA, or it may be developed specifically to use 
as a design notation. In either case, the following char­
acteristics are considered to be desirable for a design 
language [Pre92]:
(1) a fixed syntax of keywords that provide for all struc­
tured constructs, data declarations, and modularity 
characteristics
(2) a free syntax of natural language that describes pro­
cessing features
(3) data declaration facilities that should include both 
simple and complex data structures
(4) subprogram definition and calling techniques that sup­
port various modes of interface description
Other characteristics which are deemed appropriate are:
—  provide documentation
—  automatic code generation
A PDL can use familiar control constructs found in 
high-level languages, while allowing descriptions that are 
less restrictive of functional operations. Abstract data 
types or new concepts can be described without the compil­
ing requirements of the underlying programming language. 
Creative thinking is not as influenced in a PDL as in the 
rigid constructs of a programming language [Som92].
3.3 Characteristics for a Basic PDL Syntax
Existing PDL's have been developed mostly for procedur­
al languages. As a result, they have been modeled after 
commonly used "structured" programming languages. Pressman
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[Pre92] provides a list of characteristics of a basic PDL 
syntax:
—  subprogram definition
—  interface description
—  data declaration and typing
—  techniques for block structuring
—  condition constructs
—  repetition constructs
—  I/O constructs
3.4 Procedural vs. Object-Oriented Paradigm
In order to gain insight into the differences between a 
PDL used mainly for procedural languages and an OODL for 
object-oriented languages, a comparative study was made on 
the two paradigms. The distinguishing traits are summar­
ized in the following table.
PROCEDURAL PARADIGM VS. OBJECT-ORIENTED PARADIGM 
— Top-down functional — Bottom-up data modeling
decomposition approach
— Does not promote — Promotes reusability
reusability
— Difficulty in main- — Allows ease of main­
taining a system taining volatile




3.5 Inheritance —  Single vs. Multiple
Just as genetic engineering attempts to capitalize on 
certain existing traits and remove undesirable traits in an 
organism, inheritance allows software engineers to create 
specializations of existing classes and objects by inherit­
ing desirable attributes, variables, and methods and over­
riding unwanted descriptions with substitutions. Because 
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) languages offer a library 
of existing classes, inheritance should be used to allow re­
usability of that code. This will not only reduce total 
lines of code, but also increase programmer productivity. 
Inheritance will help to eliminate duplication of code, in­
crease flexibility, and consequently help to ease ongoing 
software maintenance. In order to capitalize on the bene­
fits of inheritance, Object-Oriented Design (OOD) is pre­
ferred over procedure-oriented design as Bertrand Meyer 
states: "Top-down design goes against reusability"
[Mey8'7]. Reasons Meyer gives why reusability is not more 
common are:
1) economic— programmer is not needed on next job
2) not-invented-here
3) libraries of reusable modules are needed
4) design with reusability isn't easy
5) too many variants
6) tough to capture commonality within a conceptual subset 
Besides these problems, dynamic binding which makes inheri­
tance possible also increases run-time costs.
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Just as some organisms have only one parent, there are 
some classes, types, or objects which may be defined in 
terms of a single superclass, supertype, or superobject. 
This is called single or hierarchical inheritance. Special­
ization describes the ability to inherit all or some exist­
ing properties and to define local properties, which may be 
additional or substitutional, thereby overriding existing 
properties. An OODL should be able to allow for the incor­
poration of these characteristics of inheritance.
Just as we are products of a combination of our par­
ents' genes, there are certain subclasses, subtypes, or sub­
objects that have multiple superclasses, supertypes, or su­
perobjects. Multiple inheritance increases the potential 
for code sharing, as well as, the complexity of software de­
sign. Halbert and O'Brien [Hal87] discuss the various ways 
one may use multiple inheritance to combine multiple super­
types. Supertypes of relatively equal importance may be 
combined to create a new subtype. Both contribute major at­
tributes that are inherited by the subtype. However, some­
times there is a primary supertype combined with auxiliary 
supertypes. One supertype contributes the major attributes 
to the subtype and the other supertypes contribute attri­
butes which refine or add to the major ones. Common misuse 
of supertyping occurs when one who is inexperienced in OOD 
defines supertypes as various parts of an object and the 
subtype as the object composed of these parts. An OODL 
should help to avoid this misconception. Another problem
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to be addressed by an OODL, discussed by Stefik and Bobrow 
[Ste86], is how one may resolve conflicts of multiple 
definitions through the use of a class precedence list. In 
Smalltalk, no precedence is assumed. The user explicitly 
states a dominant class. Flavors and Loops use a fixed pre­
cedence relationship. The precedence relation for any giv­
en class is determined by its metaclass in CommonLoops.
The summary of inheritance characteristics mentioned 
above follows:
INHERITANCE 
— Reusability of Code 
— Increased flexibility 
— Ease of ongoing maintenance 
— Relies on dynamic binding 
SINGLE VS. MULTIPLE
— inherits properties from — inherits properties from
one superclass more than one superclass
— library of classes — two types
— specialization — equal inheritance
— selecting desired — primary superclass and
properties auxiliary superclasses
— omitting undesired — common misuse of
properties supertyping
— redefining existing — conflicts resolved by a
properties locally class precedence list
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3.6 Language Features
A survey of various object-oriented languages produced 
common traits which led to the determination of the follow­
ing characteristics. These characteristics are presented 
as features which should be included in an OODL.
—  Definition of objects
—  Class Definition
- a description of 1 or more similar objects




—  Message Passing
- establishing a protocol, a set of related methods 
to perform an action
—  Encapsulation
- all operations defined for an object must be 
protected from unauthorized access
—  Polymorphism
- allows different classes of objects to respond to 
same protocols thus enabling interchangeable 
pieces of code
—  Inheritance




- definition of a class precedence list 
—  Garbage Collection
- allows dynamic memory management
3.7 Summary
If software designers have an OODL which makes imple­
mentation of the design easier, then they are more likely 
to tap the benefits of OOD and OOP languages. Coupling is 
a measure of interconnection among software modules. OOD 
encourages information-hiding and data abstraction which in­
crease reliability and minimize coupling. OOD also makes 
the design more flexible and resilient to change which will 
reduce the cost of software maintenance. Inheritance pro­
motes reusability and code factoring which reduce time and 
total lines of code, thereby increasing programmer 
productivity.
A summary of the above mentioned benefits of an OODL
is:
—  Basis for development of a formal language in the 
design phase
—  Emphasis on inheritance
—  A means of tapping the benefits of OOD and OOP 
languages
— Encapsulation
— allows polymorphism 
— increases reliability 
— minimizes coupling
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— Inheritance which promotes reusability and code 
factoring
— increases productivity 
— reduces chance of error 
—  Flexibility of OOD makes it more resilient to change 
— eases ongoing maintenance
4. DELTA
Graphical and textual notations which reflect and sup­
port object-oriented concepts at all stages of system devel­
opment are needed to realize the emergence of object-orient­
ed technologies [Edw93]. Graphical notations to represent 
a design, such as Booch diagrams [Boo91] can only be used 
to a certain point of abstraction. A design description 
language, or PDL, can best describe the lowest level of a 
software design. DELTA is such a design description lan­
guage which incorporates the language features of an OODL 
presented in section 3.6. DELTA provides a high-level 
graphical/textual representation of object-oriented design 
concepts and has at its foundation a formal specification 
language. DELTA aids designers of object-oriented soft­
ware systems and object-oriented databases by providing an 
online facility to develop the design incrementally. 
DELTA is a language independent design representation 
which allows for a wide range of adaptability. DELTA 
also provides a basis for prototyping.
The goals of DELTA were established with realizable 
benefits such as documentation and rapid-prototyping. Lev­
els of DELTA were created to provide a graphical develop­
ment environment which allowed incremental design represen­
tations. A formal syntax was then established which held 
the principles of object-oriented design. Finally, a proto­
type of DELTA was written to ensure its feasibility as a
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graphical design language environment which embodied the 
concepts of object-oriented design.
4.1 Definition of the Formal Design Language DELTA
The foundations of design languages are the character­
istic features of the paradigm which they employ. These 
features provide a base upon which the language constructs 
are built. DELTA contains features which are inherent to 
the object-oriented paradigm. A formal description of 
DELTA is presented as follows. The goals of DELTA are 
stated. The definition of the grammar for DELTA is 
given. The graphical features and corresponding textual 
views of DELTA are shown.
4.1.1 Overview of DELTA
DELTA is a design specification language which 
supports the following goals:
1) The user should be able to access a graphical view 
of text at all levels of abstraction.
2) The notation, both graphical and textual, should 
support the standard object-oriented concepts in 
object-oriented programming languages.
3) Simplicity should be maintained throughout the 
language.
4) Documentation should be readily available for each 
phase.
5) Rapid-prototyping should be possible.
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4.1.1.1 Graphical View of DELTA Text
DELTA provides the developer with an environment 
which allows two views, a graphical and a textual view, of 
each level of the design-code transition. All object-ori­
ented design specifications contain diagrammatic illustra­
tions of the object hierarchy. However not all design 
environments provide the capability to represent these con­
cepts. At any level in detailed design development in 
DELTA, a graphical and textual view are accessible. As 
changes are made in the design-code transition phase, the 
graphical and textual views are simultaneously updated.
4.1.1.2 Notation of DELTA
DELTA supports existing object-oriented terminology 
and concepts. A developer who is already familiar with 
those terms and concepts will be able to quickly take ad­
vantage of DELTA notation. DELTA can be used incremen­
tally. This allows a developer who is not familiar with a 
particular object-oriented programming language to develop 
a system that begins as language independent, but leads to 
a detailed design which is language dependent.
Language independent strategies are needed in dealing 
with persistent objects in databases. Database reposito­
ries which are shared by many departments and divisions of 
a large organization often contain persistent objects that 
are not written in the same language. A language indepen­
dent design representation is more likely to find universal
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support in projects which access persistent objects devel­
oped in various languages [Dan93].
4.1.1.3 Simplicity
By keeping simplicity in DELTA'S notation, an experi­
enced object-oriented software developer will have a rela­
tively small learning curve and will be more apt to use for­
malism in the design code transition. A developer without 
the familiarity of object-oriented terms and concepts can 
incrementally become familiar with DELTA. DELTA pro­
vides the basic set of characteristics for the language fea­
tures of an OODL as presented in section 3.6.
4.1.1.4 Documentation
The turnover rate of developers and programmers is 
high. Documentation is an important aspect of compensating 
for the loss of knowledgeable employees. DELTA'S syntax 
promotes a clear, well-documented version of the design, 
both graphical and textual, at all levels. This enables 
modification of an existing system to be performed by those 
who are familiar or unfamiliar with the project.
4.1.1.5 Rapid-Prototyping
One of the major advantages of object-oriented systems 
over procedural systems often cited is rapid-prototyping. 
DELTA supports this characteristic by using a formalism 
which can be easily mapped to an object-oriented program­
ming language. One language implementation of a DELTA de­
sign used in rapid-prototyping has been done using Actor 
[Gau93a] . By using the existing syntax of the
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implementation language's comments, DELTA provides a meth­
od to incorporate detailed design documentation which al­
lows compilation and immediate execution. As time is a 
large factor in producing quality software which is market­
able, and change is a definite in any software development 
process, rapid-prototyping provides a means to reduce time 
and allow change.
4.1.2 Graphical and Textual Features of DELTA
DELTA is composed of four distinctive levels which 
promote top down decomposition. The first level displays 
the hierarchy of classes in the system with a textual coun­
terpart. The second level displays one class with its 
class and instance variables with a textual listing of vari­
ables. The third level displays one class with its class 
or object methods with a textual listing of methods. The 
fourth level displays one method with its arguments, local 
variables and return type with a textual counterpart.
4.1.2.1 Formal DELTA Grammar
The philosophy in the current DELTA design has been 
to provide the necessary minimal system constraints for rep­
resenting an object-oriented design. This makes it possi­
ble for DELTA to be implemented in more object-oriented 
programming languages. The formal DELTA syntax is de­
fined with the following lexical conventions. Terminals or 
keywords in DELTA are indicated in capital letters. For­
mal DELTA comments which can be used in the DELTA/Actor 
prototyping combination are indicated in the delimiters /*@
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and @*/. As experience with applying DELTA to various 
implementation domains is gained, DELTA will be revised 
and expanded.
The formal DELTA grammar is defined as follows: 
ClassHierarchy : OBJECT DescendantClasses 
DescendantClasses : /* empty */ | HierarchicalList 




LevelNumber : NonZeroDigit SucceedingDigits 
SucceedingDigits : /* empty */
| NonZeroDigit SucceedingDigits 
| Zero SucceedingDigits 
NonZeroDigit : l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9  
Zero : 0












ClassVariableList : NONE | CVNameAncestorList
CVNameList 
CVNameAncestorList : /* empty */
| $CVName INHERITEDFROM Ancestor? 
CVNameAncestorList 




InstanceVariableList : NONE | IVNameAncestorList
IVNameList 
IVNameAncestorList : /* empty */
| $IVName INHERITEDFROM Ancestor? 
IVNameAncestorList 




ClassMethodList : NONE | CMNameList 
CMNameList : /* empty */ | CMName (ParameterList)
RETURNTYPE type;
CMNameList
ObjectMethodStatement : OBJECTMETHODS 
ObjectMethodList : NONE | OMNameList
OMNameList : /* empty */ | OMName (ParameterList)
RETURNTYPE type;
OMNameList








ParameterList : self | self,
ArgumentList;
LocalVariableList 
ArgumentList : ARGUMENTS ArgNameList 
ArgNameList : NONE | ArgName ANList 
ANList : /* empty */ \ , ArgName ANList
LocalVariableList : LOCALVARIABLES LVNameList 
LVNameList : NONE | LVName LVNList 
LVNList : /* empty */ | ,LVName LVNList
StatementBlock : { StatementList )
StatementList : /* empty */ | Statement; StatementList 
Statement : Assignment | Conditional | Iteration | Message 
| Return
Assignment : Object /*@ ISASSIGNED @*/ AssignStmt; 
AssignStmt : Assignment | Expression | StatementBlock 
Expression : Literal | Message
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Conditional : IfStmt | IfElseStmt | SelectStmt 
Iteration : Enumeration j Loop
Enumeration : DoStmt | CollectStmt | ExtractStmt 
Loop : StatementList /*@ ENDCONDITION @*/ Condition |
/*@ INITIALCONDITION @*/ Condition StatementList 
Return : /*@ RETURN @*/ AStatement 
IfStmt : /*@ IFSTATEMENT @*/
IF Condition THEN StatementList ENDIF;
IfElseStmt : /*§ IFELSESTATEMENT §*/









CaseStmt. : /*@ CASESTATEMENT @*/
CASE Condition IS 
StatementList 
ENDCASE;
Message : /*@ SELECTOR @*/ MessageName 
(/*@ RECEIVER @*/ Receiver 
/*@ ARGUMENTS @*/ ArgumentList);
Receiver : /*@ NONE @*/ | ObjectName
MessageArgumentList : /*@ NONE @*/ | ,MsgArgName MANList 
MANList : /* empty */ | ,MsgArgName MANList
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Since DELTA can be used incrementally to represent a de­
sign, the following sections describe this process.
4.1.2.2 Level I
The first phase of any object-oriented design includes 
identification of the classes to be used in the system. 
Level I allows the user to represent the selected classes 
graphically showing their hierarchical nature. For example 
suppose the diagram in Figure 1 illustrates the classes and 




Figure 1 - Sample Class Hierarchy 
of class Object. The corresponding textual display of 
DELTA shows these objects listed hierarchically with anno­
tations indicating the level and ancestor of each class.
Annotated Class Hierarchy 
Object
LEVEL [1] CLASS A ANCESTOR Object 
LEVEL [1] CLASS B ANCESTOR Object 
LEVEL [2] CLASS B1 ANCESTOR B 
LEVEL [1] CLASS C ANCESTOR Object
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Section 4.1.3.1 presents the grammar which represents the 
DELTA representation of this level. Whenever the basic 
hierarchy needs to be modified, the textual counterpart of 
Level I can be accessed and the graphical view is updated.
4.1.2.3 Level II
The second phase of design representation is the class 
definition. DELTA provides annotations to indicate the 
class and ancestor, as well as to distinguish between class 
and instance variables. DELTA dialog prompts the user 












Section 4.1.3.2.1 presents the grammar which represents the 
DELTA representation of this level. The user may select 
to view the graphical display shown in Figure 2. Each 
class box contains icons to represent Class Variables and 









Figure 2 - DELTA Class Definition Graph 
view a listing of variables. The corresponding textual se­
lection can be displayed. Any changes made to the system 
are automatically updated and are reflected here.
4.1.2.4 Level III
The next incremental phase is the design process is to 
define the methods for a class. Methods provide the func­
tionality of classes. DELTA provides annotations to dis­
tinguish CLASS from OBJECT methods and to indicate the RE­
TURN type. DELTA dialog prompts the user for information 
which creates the the following text.
CLASSMETHODS
CMName (ParameterList) RETURNTYPE type;
OBJECTMETHODS
OMName (ParameterList) RETURNTYPE type;
Section 4.1.3.2.2 presents the grammar which represents the 
DELTA representation of this level. The graphical view 
of Level III is shown in Figure 3. When either Class 
Methods or Object Methods is selected, a listing of the 






Figure 3 - DELTA Level III Methods Graph 
the system are automatically updated and are reflected 
here.
4.1.2.5 Level IV
The fourth phase of design representation is a more 
detailed representation of a method which provides the 
functionality to a class of objects. DELTA dialog 
prompts the user for information which creates the fol­
lowing annotated text.
DEFINE CLASSMETHOD MethodName
( ARGUMENTS Argument, Argument, ...





Section 4.1.3.3 presents the grammar which represents the 
DELTA representation of this level. The graphical view 
shown in Figure 4 is displayed. The name of the class and 
method are displayed in the boxes on the left. One of the 
boxes on the right may be selected for creating, or
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Figure 4 - DELTA Level IV Method Definition Graph 
viewing/modifying existing attributes. Once again, the ca­
pability to view and/or modify any of these parameters is 
available.
Section 4.1.3 presents the formal grammar of DELTA 
which provides a consistent and unambiguous way of repre­
senting the design for each of the above levels. This pro­
vides a software developer the means with which to express 
a design to the programmer. DELTA also provides a docu­
mented form of the system design. The documentation 
DELTA provides will prove invaluable in the modification 
and maintenance of the system, or in the use of actual sys­
tem development when prototyping.
4.1.3 Formal Definition of DELTA
The grammar is presented separately for each level as 
discussed in section 4.1.2. The first part of the grammar 
corresponding to Level I provides a formal way to represent 
the class hierarchy. A basic outline of the grammar which
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corresponds to Level II and III is presented and dis­
cussed. This is followed by a more in depth discussion of 
each level. Next the formal grammar which corresponds to 
Level IV is given.
4.1.3.1 Class Hierarchy
The class hierarchy of the classes to be used in a sys­
tem is a fundamental aspect of the design. A formal way to 
represent ancestor and descendant classes which use single 
inheritance is included in DELTA. The grammar which cor­
responds to Level I of Section 4.1.2.2 follows. 
ClassHierarchy : OBJECT DescendantClasses 
DescendantClasses : /* empty */ j HierarchicalList 




LevelNumber : NonZeroDigit SucceedingDigits 
SucceedingDigits : /* empty */
| NonZeroDigit SucceedingDigits 
| Zero SucceedingDigits 
NonZeroDigit : l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9  
Zero : 0
4.1.3.2 Basic Outline
The basic outline of a DELTA class is composed of two 
parts. The first part is a textual representation for the 
first increment in defining classes. The second part of 
the outline is a top-level representation for the next
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Figure 5 —  Outline of a DELTA class 
increment in defining Class and Object Methods. The 
outline is presented in Figure 5.
4.1.3.2.1 Class Definition
A DELTA class is defined in increments. The first in­
crement is the textual representation shown in Part I of 
Figure 5. DELTA provides a textual version of the class 
definition in Level II as described in section 4.1.2.3. 
DELTA provides information, such as from which ancestor 
class a variable is inherited, which supports a well-docu­
mented class.
The formal grammar for DELTA'S textual version of the 
class definition is:












ClassVariableList : NONE j CVNameAncestorList
CVNameList 
CVNameAncestorList : /* empty */
| $CVName INHERITEDFROM Ancestor; 
CVNameAncestorList 




InstanceVariableList : NONE | IVNameAncestorList
IVNameList 
IVNameAncestorList : /* empty */
| $IVName INHERITEDFROM Ancestor; 
IVNameAncestorList
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IVNameList : /* empty */ | IVName;
IVNameList
4.1.3.2.2 Type of Method
The next increment in DELTA provides an annotated 
representation for the textural view of the Class and Ob­
ject Methods. Part II of the basic outline (Figure 5) cor­
responds to Level III of DELTA described in section 
4.1.2.4. The grammar of DELTA for Level III follows: 
ClassMethodStatement : CLASSMETHODS
ClassMethodList 
ClassMethodList : NONE | CMNameList 
CMNameList : /* empty */ | CMName (ParameterList)
RETURNTYPE type;
CMNameList
ObjectMethodStatement : OBJECTMETHODS 
ObjectMethodList : NONE | OMNameList 
OMNameList : /* empty */ | OMName (ParameterList)
RETURNTYPE type;
OMNameList
This part of the grammar represents a top-down approach to 
defining methods. The next increment of DELTA allows a 
developer to use a textual representation to distinguish be­
tween Class and Object methods and provides a documented 
form of the Class and Object methods.
4.1.3.3 Method Declaration
The next part of DELTA' s grammar can be used as the 
next increment in the top-down approach to defining a
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method. This part of the grammar corresponds to Level IV 
as described in section 4.1.2.5. By distinguishing between 
a class or object method, and between arguments or local 
variables, verification can be performed on the 
information.








ParameterList : self | self,
ArgumentList;
LocalVariableList 
ArgumentList : ARGUMENTS ArgNameList 
ArgNameList : NONE | ArgName ANList 
ANList : /* empty */ \ , ArgName ANList
LocalVariableList : LOCALVARIABLES LVNameList 
LVNameList : NONE | LVName LVNList 
LVNList : /* empty */ | ,LVName LVNList
Note: StatementBlock is defined in Section 5.1.1.
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4.2 Implementation of DELTA
4.2.1 DELTA System Requirements
A prototype of DELTA is written in Actor 4.1 and runs 
under Microsoft Windows version 3.0 or above. DELTA 
consists of 2 files, DELTAWIN.EXE and DELTAWIN. IMA. 
DELTAWIN.EXE has a file size of 391626 bytes and can be run 
by choosing File Run in the Windows Program Manager. 
DELTAWIN. IMA has a file size of 482806 bytes and provides 
the DELTA source code.
4.2.2 DELTA System Testing
System testing of DELTA was performed at each of the 
Levels, I through IV. Each method was tested as it was im­
plemented and added to the DELTA system. White box test­
ing, which assures internal operations perform according to 
specification, was performed on each method in a level. 
Black box testing, which demonstrates that the functional­
ity of the software is operational, was performed on each 
level before the next level was implemented. White and 
black box testing was then performed in the same manner on 
each succeeding level. Finally, black box testing was per­
formed on the entire system.
Test cases for DELTA were selected from published 
object-oriented development examples. The first case was 
an ATM system [Wir90]. The second case was a visual data­
base interface in which Actor was the implementation lan­
guage used for the project [Pin90]. The third case was a 
home heating system implemented in Smalltalk [Boo91]. The
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fourth case was a digital circuit simulation also imple­
mented in Smalltalk [Bou92]. The fifth case was a business 
bar chart system implemented in Actor [Whi92a].
4.2.3 An Example DELTA Design Specification
An illustration of an application of DELTA as a de­
sign representation language is given below. The system 
engineering and software requirements analysis which pre­
cede the design phase are assumed to have been completed.
The following analysis taken from [Whi92a] demonstrates 
the application of object-oriented logic to program de­
sign. The task is to create an application that can draw 
business charts. The specifications of the system are 
given as follows:
- A user should be able to choose between two chart types 
— horizontal bar or vertical bar— and switch the chart 
type at any time.
- The program's main window must have standard menus for 
creating a chart and choosing the chart type. For new 
charts, the user must be able to use dialogs for enter­
ing data and label values.
- Each chart must automatically adjust its size to fit 
the data and the window size.
The design must produce an application that has a main win­
dow, two different kinds of charts, and a dialog box for en­
tering data and label values. The objects, their function­
ality, and data are identified as follows:
FUNCTIONALITY DATA
act as a standard window chart 
display the chart 
redraw as necessary 
provide menu choices 
and dialogs 
select different charts 
draw itself data




A representation of the design of this system using DELTA 
is illustrated in the following sections.
4.2.3.1 Initialization
DELTA initially displays a window with a popup menu 
as shown in Figure 6. The user selects New... to start a 
new DELTA application. The dialog box shown in Figure 7 
prompts the user for a filename. DELTA then automatical­
ly goes to Level I.
4.2.3.2 Level I
Level I in DELTA displays the window shown in Figure 
8 with the given popup menu. The user selects New... and 
the dialog box shown in Figure 9 appears. The user enters 
the number of classes in the system, for example 6. The 
dialog box shown in Figure 10 appears which prompts the 

















Figure 7 - DELTA file name dialog box 






Figure 8 - DELTA Level I Window
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jAnnotated Class Hierarchy! 
How many classes?
OK Cancel
Figure 9 - DELTA Level I dialog box 
motated Class Hierarchy! 
Hierarchy Level:
OK Cancel
Figure 10 - DELTA Level I dialog box 
enters the level in the class hierarchy for the first 
class, for example 1. The dialog box shown in Figure 11 
appears which prompts the user for the class name. The 
user enters the name of the first class, for example 
Windows-Object. The dialog box shown in Figure 12 appears 
which prompts the user for the ancestor of the first 
class. The user enters the ancestor of the first class, 
for example Object. The dialog then repeats the last 3 box­
es for the second through sixth classes. Upon entry of the 
last class, the annotated class hierarchy is constructed 









Figure 12 - DELTA Level I dialog box 
Taking the classes selected from the bar chart exercise, 
the following represents the annotated text constructed 
from the responses entered by the user.
Annotated Class Hierarchy
Object
LEVEL [1] CLASS Windows-Object ANCESTOR Object
LEVEL [2] CLASS Window ANCESTOR Windows-Object 
LEVEL [3] CLASS BCWindow ANCESTOR Window 
LEVEL [1] CLASS BChart ANCESTOR Object
LEVEL [2] CLASS HBChart ANCESTOR BChart 
LEVEL [2] CLASS VBChart ANCESTOR BChart
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The user may now select Chart followed by Hierarchical 
to view the hierarchical class diagram as shown in Figure 
13. The user can return to the annotated text by selecting 
Chart followed by Annotated. The user can enter the 
next incremental phase of the design by selecting Chart 





Figure 13 - DELTA Level I Class Hierarchy 
4.2.3.3 Level II
The next increment of design representation is the 
class definition. Level II in DELTA displays the window 
shown in Figure 14 with the given popup menu. The user se­
lects New. . . and the dialog box shown in Figure 15 ap­
pears. The user enters the name of a class, such as BCWin­
dow. The dialog box shown in Figure 16 appears which
prompts the user for the ancestor of the class. The user 
enters the class' ancestor, for example Window. The dialog 
box shown in Figure 17 appears which prompts the user for 
the number of class variables. If the user enters a number
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Figure 16 - DELTA Level II dialog box 
> 0, then the dialog box shown in Figure 18 appears. After 
completing entry of all class variable names, the dialog
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jciass Definition! 
How many class variables?
OK Cancel
Figure 17 - DELTA Level II dialog box 
J c i a s s  Definition!
Class Variable:
OK Cancel
Figure 18 - DELTA Level II dialog box 
jfClass Definition!
How many instance variables?
OK Cancel
Figure 19 - DELTA Level II dialog box 
box in Figure 19 appears which prompts the user for the num­
ber of instance variables. If the user enters a number > 





Figure 20 - DELTA Level II dialog box 
completing entry of all instance variable names, annotated 






The user may now select Chart followed by Graphic to 
view the graphical class definition as shown in Figure 21. 
The user can return to the annotated text by selecting 
Chart followed by Annotated. The user can enter the
Window BCWindow
CV IV
Class Var Instance Var Methods
Figure 21 - DELTA Level II Graphic 
next incremental phase of the design by selecting Chart 
followed by Level III.
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Figure 23 - DELTA Level III dialog box
4.2.3.4 Level III
This level accommodates the next incremental phase in 
the DELTA design process which is to name the methods for 
a class. Level III in DELTA displays the window shown in 
Figure 2 2 with the given popup menu. The user selects 
New... and the dialog box shown in Figure 23 appears. 
The user enters the name of a class, such as BCWindow. The 
dialog box shown in Figure 24 appears which prompts the 
user for the number of object methods. If the user enters
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(Object Method Definition! 
How many object methods?
OK Cancel








Figure 26 - DELTA Level III dialog box 
a number > 0, then the dialog box shown in Figure 25 ap­
pears which prompts the user for the method name, for 









Figure 2 8 - DELTA Level III dialog box 
prompts the user for the number of parameters. If the user 
enters a number > 0, then the dialog box shown in Figure 27 
appears which prompts the user for the parameter. After en­
tering each parameter, the dialog box in Figure 28 appears 
which prompts the user for the return type of the method. 
The user enters the return type, such as self. The dialog 
box shown in Figure 29 appears which prompts the user for 
the number of class methods. If the user enters a number > 
0, then a similar set of dialog boxes appear to obtain the 
method name, number of parameters, each parameter's name, 
and the method's return type. Upon entry of the last
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jClass Method Definition! 
How many class methods?
OK Cancel
Figure 29 - DELTA Level III dialog box
BCWindow
Define Method
Class Methods Object Methods
Figure 30 - DELTA Level III Graphic 
method, the graphical view shown in Figure 30 appears. The 
user may now select Chart followed by Annotated Object 
Methods or Annotated Class Methods to view the corre­
sponding annotated text. For example, after the object 
methods paint and setChart have been entered, Annotat­
ed Object Methods has the following textual display.
OBJECTMETHODS
paint (self, context) RETURNTYPE self; 
setChart (self, context) RETURNTYPE self; 
In order to define a method, the user can select Chart 
followed by Level IV on the menu and this action takes 
the user to the next incremental level.
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Figure 31 - DELTA Level IV Window 
Method Definition!
OK Cancel
Figure 3 2 - DELTA Level IV dialog box 
4-2.3-5 Level IV
The final increment of representing the design is the 
detailed representation of a method. Level IV in DELTA 
displays the window shown in Figure 31 with the given popup 
menu. the user selects New... and the dialog box shown 
in Figure 32 appears. The user enters the name of the 
class, such as BCWindow. the dialog box shown in Figure 33 
appears which prompts the user for the name of the method. 
The user enters the method name, such as paint. The dialog 
box shown in Figure 3 4 appears which prompts the user for 
the type of method. The user enters either object or class
Name of method
OK Cancel








Figure 35 - DELTA Level IV dialog box 
and the dialog box shown in Figure 3 5 appears which prompts 
the user for the number of arguments. If the user enters a 





Figure 36 - DELTA Level IV dialog box 
jobject Method paintj 
How many local variables?
QK Cancel
Figure 37 - DELTA Level IV dialog box 
jobject Method paintf 
Local Variable:
OK Cancel
Figure 38 - DELTA Level IV dialog box 
which prompts the user for arguments. After completing en­
try of all arguments, the dialog box in Figure 37 appears 
















Figure 40 - DELTA Level IV Graphic 
If the user enters a number > 0, then the dialog box in
Figure 38 appears which prompts the user for local vari­
ables. After completing entry of all local variables, the 
dialog box in Figure 3 9 appears which prompts the user for 
the return type of the method. After the user enters a re­
turn type, the graphical view shown in Figure 40 appears. 
The user may now select Chart followed by View Text to 
view the corresponding annotated text. For example, after 
the object method paint has been entered, View Text has
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the following textual display:
DEFINE OBJECTMETHOD paint
( ARGUMENTS self, context 
| LOCALVARIABLES NONE )
RETURNTYPE self;
StatementBlock
The user may select one of the boxes on the right, Argu­
ments, Local Variables, or Return Type for viewing/mod­
ifying existing attributes. The user can select Define 
Functionality to enter a description for the Statement­
Block. A description of the paint method could be en­
tered as follows:
/* if a chart exists, send a draw message to draw a 
chart in that context */
The user may now return to any level window to repeat the 
above steps for each class, variable, or method to be de­
fined. A printout of the graphical and textual views of 
each level may be obtained by returning to the initial 
DELTA window and selecting Level followed by Print. 
This provides a well-documented design.
The formal design language DELTA provides an incremen­
tal design notation in a graphical/textual environment for 
representing a design specification. DELTA'S formal no­
tation can aid a software developer to uncover errors, 
inconsistencies, or necessary changes in the design. 
DELTA'S environment accommodates the making of any modifi­
cations to the design representation in this phase, as well
as, needed design changes discovered in succeeding phases 
of software development. DELTA'S language independent de­
sign notation provides a detailed representation of a de­
sign specification which can now be mapped to the program­
ming language in which the system will be prototyped or 
implemented.
5. LEVEL V: THE PROTOTYPING LAYER
The final layer of DELTA provides a means to support 
rapid-prototyping. Levels I through IV produce a language 
independent design representation- Level V becomes lan­
guage dependent, as the design is mapped to a particular 
programming language. Actor was selected as the first 
implementation of DELTA to be used as a prototype. Even 
if a prototype in Actor is not desired, a DELTA design 
specification provides a representation that maps well to 
other object-oriented language implementations as the 
language supports basic object-oriented concepts.
The next increment of a top-down approach in the 
DELTA design process after completing Level IV is to 
annotate the functionality of a method. A formal notation 
is presented in section 5.1 for the DELTA annotations to 
Actor.
One of the design goals of DELTA is that it should 
provide support for prototyping. The grammar for DELTA 
was designed for seamless integration with the object-ori­
ented language Actor. This integration provides for ease 
of prototyping. Mapping DELTA to Actor is illustrated in 
section 5.2.
Actor was chosen as the result of a comparison of pure 
and hybrid object-oriented languages [Gau93b], The compar­
ison is presented in section 5.3. The formal grammar of 




Extending DELTA's language independent layer of lev­
els I - IV to a language dependent prototyping layer re­
quires a notation which will allow DELTA annotations to 
be compiled in the chosen implementation language. Since 
Actor comment delimiters are /* and */, DELTA annotation 
delimiters are /*@ and @*/. This convention allows a devel­
oper or programmer a formal notation to quickly identify 
which program structures have been selected among Actor's 
various loops and selection statements. It is also used to 
clarify components of messages.
5.1.1 Method Definition
The last increment in the top-down approach of design 
representation is to define the methods. The next phase of 
system design is to develop a prototype. At this point, 
the user must be familiar with the chosen implementation
language. Using the DELTA text produced from Level IV, a
transition to prototyping in Actor can be performed using 
the corresponding annotated grammar which follows. 
StatementBlock : { StatementList }
StatementList : /* empty */ | Statement; StatementList 
Statement : Assignment | Conditional | Iteration | Message 
| Return
Assignment : Object /*@ ISASSIGNED @*/ AssignStmt;
AssignStmt : Assignment | Expression | StatementBlock 
Expression : Literal | Message
Conditional : IfStmt | IfElseStmt | SelectStmt
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Iteration : Enumeration | Loop
Enumeration : DoStmt | CollectStmt | ExtractStmt 
Loop : StatementList /*@ ENDCONDITION @*/ Condition |
/*@ INITIALCONDITION @*/ Condition StatementList 
Return : /*§ RETURN @*/ AStatement 




IfStmt : /*@ IFSTATEMENT <§*/
IF Condition THEN StatementList ENDIF;
IfElseStmt : /*@ IFELSESTATEMENT @*/





CaseStmt : /*@ CASESTATEMENT §*/




Methods and messages provide the functionality in an 
object-oriented system. Actions are performed in an ob­
ject-oriented system by sending a message to an object. 
The object selects a method to perform the corresponding 
action. This supports polymorphism, the ability for
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different classes of objects to respond to the same messag­
es which invoke different methods. Dynamic binding selects 
the code to be associated with a message at run-time. The 
cost and time of maintenance of adding an object to a sys­
tem is reduced. The new object can respond to existing 
messages in the system simply by defining its own method. 
If an object does not have a defined method for a message, 
it searches the ancestors of its class. Once found, the 
method is invoked; otherwise, an error occurs. This is 
also one of the driving forces of developing reusable 
code. One can develop generic messages which can be 
matched with any existing or future method of the same 
name. The format of a message in Actor is
messageName (receiver, argl, arg2, ...);
A message can appear as a statement in a method defini­
tion. The final section of DELTA'S grammar provides this 
annotated version of a message.
/*@ SELECTOR @*/ MessageName
(/*@ RECEIVER @*/ Receiver
/*@ ARGUMENTS @*/ ArgumentList);
The annotations can be used to improve the readability of 
the message., The grammar follows:
Message : /*@ SELECTOR §*/ MessageName 
(/*@ RECEIVER @*/ Receiver 
/*§ ARGUMENTS @*/ ArgumentList);
Receiver : /*@ NONE @*/ | ObjectName
MessageArgumentList : /*@ NONE @*/ | ,MsgArgName MANList
MANList : /* empty */ | ,MsgArgName MANList
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Messages in Actor which have no receiver are system mes­
sages which perform functions such as memory management, ob­
taining information about the programming environment such 
as the screen size, or getting the day/time from the system 
clock. Sending messages to the class System can be used in­
stead of omitting a receiver.
5.2 Mapping DELTA to Actor
Actor, developed by the Whitewater Group in 1985, runs 
as an MS-Windows application [Whi92b]. Windows applica­
tions, such as a database or a spreadsheet, run using MS- 
Windows Software Development Kit routines. These Kit rou­
tines perform various windowing functions such as display­
ing, resizing, or scrolling. Windows applications are more 
complex to develop than simple character-based systems 
which are driven by textual commands. Since most languages 
do not mask the complexity of the operating system, a great 
cost can be spent on training software developers to master 
the intricacies of developing windows applications. How­
ever, since Actor is itself a Windows application, every 
Kit routine can be invoked from an Actor program. Actor 
taps the power of encapsulation by hiding the details of 
these low-level Kit routines within predefined classes 
[Pin90]. Actor has a standard class library which a soft­
ware developer can master incrementally, starting with sim­
ple window functions and working up to sophisticated graph­
ical applications.
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Actor, although similar to Smalltalk which is also a 
complete development environment, has a syntax unlike its 
predecessor. The syntax of Actor is much more similar to 
the common procedural languages of Pascal and C. Actor al­
lows both static binding and the less efficient dynamic 
binding, which taps the potential of inheritance and helps 
to accommodate rapid-prototyping [Pin90].
The graphical view of a DELTA design supports the ob­
ject hierarchy and object components available in Actor. 
The textual view of a DELTA design provides documentation 
which can easily be transferred to Actor class dialogs. 
The relationship between the Actor environment and a 
DELTA design for each of the Levels I - IV is illustrated 







Figure 41 - DELTA Level I Class Hierarchy 
5.2.1 Level I
The example of DELTA's Level I class hierarchy pro­
duced in section 4.2.3.2, shown in Figure 41, can be used
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Browser: Class 
Compile! Edit Search Doit! Inspect Browse 
CrossRefs Templates Class Method
— Protocols— « >> — Variables—
Class Box Methods Box
Editing Area





/* Class comment */
Figure 43 - Actor's About Class dialog box 
to set up a hierarchy in Actor. A user first selects a 
class, such as Window, in the class box of Actor's Brows­
er window shown in Figure 42. Class is then selected on 
the Browser menu followed by Make descendant to set up 
a class hierarchy in Actor. This action produces Actor's 








/* Main window for displaying chart objects */
Figure 44 - Actor's About Class dialog box
5.2.2 Level II
DELTA'S textual version of the class definition in 
Level II supports the Actor notation by including the text 
supplied in the About Class dialog box of Figure 43. A 
software developer can use the DELTA grammar to represent 
a documented form of the information provided in the Actor 
window.
Using the following example DELTA design specifica­





DELTA'S text from Level II can be mapped to Actor's About 
Class dialog box as shown in Figure 44. The user clicks 
Accept to store the information in Actor's class hierar­
chy. BCWindow is now displayed in the Class Box of the 
Browser window (Figure 42).
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5.2.3 Level III
The next increment in DELTA, Level III, provides a de­
sign representation for naming methods and distinguishing 
amongst Class and Object Methods. It also provides a docu­
mented form of the Class and Object methods which are dis­
played in Actor's Browser window's Methods Box of Figure 
42.
Using the following example DELTA design specifica­
tion text produced as part of BCWindow class in 4.2.3.4: 
OBJECTMETHODS
paint (self, context) RETURNTYPE self; 
setChart (self,context) RETURNTYPE self; 
DELTA'S text from Level III can be mapped to the Actor en­
vironment as follows. The user selects BCWindow in the 
Class Box on the Browser window of Figure 42. The user 
selects Method on the Browser menu followed by Object 
Method. This sets the default method type to Object for 
any new methods which are defined in Actor and displays the 
names of Object methods in the Methods Box of Figure 42.
5.2.4 Level IV
The final increment in a DELTA design specification 
is the method definition. The DELTA text produced from 
Level IV can be extended to include the DELTA annotations 
for Actor methods and messages as described in section 
5.1. DELTA'S Level IV text can be used to annotate Ac­
tor's Def statement. Differences between DELTA and Actor 
are indicated in the delimiters /*@ and @*/. The DELTA
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annotations provide clarification of methods, variables, or 
statements. By distinguishing between a class or object 
method, and between arguments or local variables, a double 
check can be performed on the information.
Using the following example DELTA design specifica­
tion text produced as part of BCWindow class for object 
method paint in section 4.2. 3.5:
/* if a chart exists, send a draw message 
to draw a chart in that context */
DEFINE OBJECTMETHOD paint 
(ARGUMENTS self, context 
| LOCALVARIABLES NONE )
RETURNTYPE self;
StatementBlock
DELTA' s text from Level IV can be mapped to the Actor 
environment as follows. Assuming BCWindow is the select­
ed class and Object is the default method type, the user 
selects Templates on the Browser menu followed by New 
Method. The following template appears in the Editing 




The user can now edit the template and enter the DELTA 
text as follows:
/* if a chart exists, send a draw message 
to draw a chart in that context */
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/*@ DEFINE OBJECTMETHOD §*/
Def paint
(/*@ ARGUMENTS @*/ self, context 
/*@ LOCALVARIABLES NONE @*)
/*§ RETURNTYPE self @*/
{ /*@ IFSTATEMENT @*/ 
if chart then
/*@ SELECTOR @*/ draw 
(/*@ RECEIVER @*/ chart,
/*@ ARGUMENTS @*/ context ); 
endif;
}
A paint method automatically defines a context for dis­
playing objects in Actor. In this example, if a chart 
exists, then the paint message sends a draw message to 
draw a chart in that context. The user selects Compile! 
on the Browser menu of Figure 42 and object method 
paint is added to the Methods Box after the method is 
successfully compiled.
The user now repeats the process of defining classes 
and methods in the Actor Browser. Methods of the pro­
totype may be tested by typing messages in Actor's work­
space and selecting Doit!.
DELTA supports rapid-prototyping of an object-ori­
ented software system using formalism. This prototype can 
provide insight into the system's behavior and determine 
the design's feasibility.
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The following section 5.3 is reprinted with permission (see 
Appendix B) from Computers in Education Journal. Vol. Ill, 
No. 3, July/September 1993, pg. 29-35.
5.3 Selection of Actor
Object-oriented languages offer a natural implementa­
tion for encapsulating data and corresponding actions, 
called methods, by defining objects. In a pure object-ori­
ented language, such as Actor, everything is an object. 
Every action that takes place is the consequence of sending 
a message to an object. The object responds by executing a 
selected method. In a hybrid object-oriented language, 
such as C++, not everything is an object. Since C++ is an 
extension of the language C, defined data structures may 
not be object-oriented. Special considerations must be 
made to resolve selection of a method. As a result, 
differences arise in the development, implementation, and 
maintenance of pure vs. hybrid languages..
Certain characteristics contribute to the object-orient­
ed language persona. Among these are inheritance, class li­
braries, method determination, polymorphism, overloading, 
control of attribute access, and message sending. Other 
characteristics that are not unique to object-oriented lan­
guages, but are critical considerations are type checking, 
space and time efficiency, memory management through gar­
bage collection, and the developmental environment. These 
traits are incorporated into the language definition of a
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pure object-oriented language. In a hybrid language, these 
traits are an afterthought to the original language defini­
tion and must be incorporated in such a way as to preserve 
a natural continuity and extensibility of existing defini­
tions and constructs. This may lead to constructs which 
sacrifice some of the potential realized by pure object-ori­
ented languages.
By developing, implementing, and maintaining the same 
application in a pure and a hybrid language, insight can be 
found as to strengths and weaknesses, as well as to advan­
tages and disadvantages of using each. The previously men­
tioned characteristics of object-oriented languages for 
hybrid and pure languages can be compared. As a result, 
certain domains of applications may be more suited to using 
one language type over the other. Actor and C++ languages 
will be used as the basis for an analysis of pure vs. hy­
brid object-oriented languages.
5.3.1 Object-Oriented Paradigm
C++ is a multi-paradigm language. Since it is an exten­
sion of C, a language primarily associated with procedural 
paradigm techniques, C++ can be used in a procedural decom­
position approach. However, C++ was developed to support 
the object-oriented paradigm. Since everything in Actor is 
an object, Actor forces the development of a system to be 
created in terms of classes. The class concept, fundamen­




A class definition contains the instance variables and 
methods shared by a set of objects. The name of the class 
definition can be used to create instances of objects.
In C++ struct, union, or class are used to define 
classes. For example:
struct Point { // defines a struct class Point







X, /* The x value of the Point,
e.g. 3 in 3@2
y /* The y value of the Point,
e.g. 2 in 3@2 */
Comment:
/* Point objects are atomic objects with two instance 
variables, x and y. Literal points can be created 
with the @ operator such as 10 @ 20 */
Figure 45 - Actor's Class Definition dialog box 
In Actor, every class is a descendant of another class. 
Point is a descendant of class Object. Point is al­
ready defined as a class in the Actor hierarchy. The 
Browser is used to view existing class definitions, cre­
ate new classes, and to add, modify or delete the methods 
in any class. To look at the class definition of Point,
use the Browser to list the Actor predefined classes, se­
lect class Point, and select Class on the Browser 
menu. The dialog box shown in Figure 45 is displayed. To 
open this class definition dialog box, select Class Make 
Descendant from the Browser menu. Fill in values for 
Name, Variables, and Comment. Click the Accept button to 
create the new class which is automatically placed in the 
Browser.
5.3.3 Object Instantiation
An object is an instance of a class. A variable of 
type Point would be an instance of type Point. An 
example in C++ is
Point Origin, Center;
An object in Actor can be instantiated in 3 ways:
1) Using a New message
Origin := new(Point); 
which returns a Point initialized to nil@nil.
2) Creating a literal point by providing values
Origin := 0 @ 0;
3) Sending a point message to a number object
Origin := point(0,0);
5.3.4 Defining Methods
One of the differences between procedural languages and 
object-oriented languages is how functionality is defined. 
In procedural languages, functions are defined separately 
from the data by using functions, procedures, or subrou­
tines. In an object-oriented language a function, called a
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member function in C++ and a method in Actor, is de­
clared within the class definition. Methods belong to a 
specific class and operate on only one type of object. 
Methods are invoked by sending messages. C++ provides 2 
ways to add a member function to a class:
1) Define the function inside the class
struct Point { 
int X, Y;
/* inline member function defined */ 
int GetX() {return X;}
};
2) Declare the function inside the class, and define it 
outside the class
struct Point { 
int X, Y;
int GetX(); /* member function declared */
};
int Point::GetX() { /* member function defined */ 
return X; /* outside the class */
}
The general format for an Actor method is:




Def denotes a method definition and is followed by the name
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of the method (by convention begins with a lowercase let­
ter) . self refers to the object which will receive the 
message, since the receiver is not known at the time the 
method is defined. Any arguments are pass by value only. 
Local variables which only exist during the execution of a 
method are listed. The method code is enclosed in { }.
There are two categories of methods in Actor, class 
methods and object methods. Class methods are blocks of 
code which act upon the class itself, such as new to cre­
ate a new instance of a class. Object methods are blocks 
of code which act upon instances of a class. Actor has 
less than 50 class methods and more than 1,000 object 
methods in the distributed Actor system.
To define a method in Actor, activate the Browser. 
Select Class or Object methods. Select Template on 




Simply edit the template, and select Accept on the Brows­
er menu to compile the method and add the method to the 
class definition. The following method is predefined in 
class Point:






A message is used to invoke a method. Actions are per­
formed in an object-oriented system by sending a message to 
an object. The object receives a message. A selector spe­
cifies what kind of action to perform. The object uses its 
method to perform the action. One of the strengths of 
object-oriented programming is polymorphism which is 
accomplished by the ability of a message to be associated 
with different methods.
C++ incorporates polymorphism by the use of virtual 
functions. Different versions of the same function can be 
used throughout a class hierarchy. Dynamic or late binding 
allows the specific version to be determined at run-time.
The general syntax in C++ is:
ClassObjectName.MemberFunctionName(argl,...)
For example: Origin.GetX() or Center.GetX() would invoke
the Point method GetX since Origin and Center are of type 
Point- If MyCircle is an instance of .class Circle which 
contains a method GetX, then MyCircle.GetX() would invoke 
the Circle method GetX.
Actor also incorporates dynamic or late binding to 
achieve polymorphism. A message is sent by: 
messageName (receiver, argl,...);
For example: x(Origin) would invoke the Point method x and 
x(MyCircle) would invoke the Circle method x.
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5.3.6 Inheritance and Access Control
Besides the concept of combining data and functionality 
into an object, inheritance is one of the distinctions that 
sets object-oriented design and languages apart from struc­
tured design and procedural languages. Inheritance can be 
single or multiple. In either form, common functionality 
is built into the class hierarchy, allowing each subclass 
to specialize the inherited traits. The base class con­
tains the common characteristics which are inherited by 
derived classes. With the complex systems being devel­
oped today and the ongoing software crisis, inheritance pro­
vides developers with an alternative to "reinventing the 
wheel".
Earlier versions of C++ only offered single inheri­
tance, but C++ version 2.0 offers multiple inheritance as 
well. C++ provides access control mechanisms for its mem­
ber data and functions. As was mentioned earlier, a class 
in C++ can be defined by struct, union, or class.
B Struct defines a class in which all the members
are public by default, but the level of access 
can be changed, 
g Union defines a class in which all the members
are public by default, but the access level 
cannot be changed, 
g Class defines a class in which all the members
are private by default, but the level of access 
can be changed.
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In general, member data is usually private and member 
functions are public. Any statement within the same 
scope as a class with public access control can read or 
change its internal data. However, this is not a desirable 
interface for data modification. Principles of a good de­
sign promote data hiding, i.e., data members should always 
be private or protected. Public member functions can then 
be used to access the data.
This is a drawback of C++ as a hybrid language. It 
adds complexity to existing structures of C to incorporate 
object-oriented characteristics. Since Struct allows pub­
lic access by default, additional keywords must be used to 
control access of its members.
B public allows access to member functions within 
the same scope as the class definition.
B private restricts access only to member func­
tions that have been declared in the same class.
B protected restricts access only to member func­
tions that have been declared in the same class or 
by member functions in classes derived from this 
class.
Following the general rule to declare all data members 
as private and member functions as public, the Point 
structure with public access implicit in its declaration is 
as follows:
struct Point {




The same structure with private data members and public mem­
ber functions explicitly declared is: 







Class declares data private by default. Class is a 
construct that is found in C++, but not in C. As a result, 
class is preferred over struct in the object-oriented 
paradigm. Only public member functions are explicitly de­
clared to allow them to be used outside of the class to ac­
cess Point objects for initialization or data retrieval: 
class Point {
int X; /* member data is private by default */ 
int Y;
public: /* overrides private access control */
int GetX();
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Protected access infers the incorporation of .inheri­
tance, as it allows access to member functions in classes 
derived from the current class being declared. The general 
syntax for declaring a derived class is:
class DerivedClass : access_modifier BaseClass {
... /* private access by default */
}
or
struct DerivedClass : access_modifier BaseClass {
... /* public access by default */
}
Suppose Point inherits properties of a base class, Loca­
tion. Point inherits all data members and member func­
tions of Location and specializes the inherited class by 
adding data members or member functions of its own.
class Location {
protected: /* allows access to derived classes */
int X; 
int Y;
public: /* allows access outside of this class */




class Point : public Location {
/* Point is derived from class Location */
/* public implies Point preserves protected */
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Point (int InitX, int InitY); 
void Show (); 
void Hide ();
Boolean IsVisible();
void MoveTo(int NewX, int NewY);
} ;
Multiple inheritance offer a means of a derived class 
in C++ to inherit from two or more base classes. This in­
creases the potential for code sharing amongst classes. 
The complexity of a design is increased with multiple inher­
itance. If the base classes both have a method of the same 
name, some mechanism must be used to determine which will 
be selected upon receipt of a message.
Suppose the class hierarchy shown in Figure 46 is used 
to create a class to graph a line. Class LineGraph in­
herits from Line and XYAxis. Suppose Line and 
XYAxis both have a method Show defined, then in the 
body of the definition of LineGraph::Show would be two 
function calls Line::Show(); and XYAxis:: Show();. The
scope resolution operator, overrides a member function
in a derived class and provides information to the compil­
er. Show() would simply refer to the current scope's 
member function, LineGraph::Show.
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class Line : Point {
int Slope;
int Yintercept;
class LineGraph : Line, XYAxis
class Point : Location { 
int Visible;
class XYAxis : Point { 
int Xaxis; 
int Yaxis;
class Location: { 
int X; 
int Y;
Figure 46 - Class Hierarchy of a Line Graph 
Since everything in Actor is an object and Actor has 
single inheritance, all classes in Actor are derived or in­
herit from class Object. Every class defined in Actor 
must be placed into the class hierarchy and therefore has 
an ancestor. The Browser can be used to select the ances­
tor class. Upon selecting Class Make Descendant, the 
Class Definition Dialog shown previously is opened with the 
ancestor class automatically indicated. For example, to de­
fine a class Line, class Point would be selected as the 
ancestor class. Only additional variables need to be de­








slope, /* slope of a line, m, in 
y = mx + b */ 
yintercept /* value b in y = mx + b */
Comment:
/* Line objects are used to determine an equation to 
represent the points of a line */
Figure 47 - Class Definition for Class Line 
has variables x and y defined, only slope and yinter­
cept will be listed in the Variables entry field. An exam­
ple of the Class Definition for class Line is shown in 
Figure 47. Upon Accepting this Class Definition, class 
Line is now part of the class hierarchy with instance 
variables, x, y, slope, and yintercept and a new 
class source file, LINE.CLS, is added to Actor's WORK 
subdirectory. Now any methods defined while class Line 
is selected in Browser will be added to the Line class 
file in the WORK directory.
5.3.7 Garbage Collection and Memory Allocation
There are two ways to handle memory management. One 
way is to require the programmer to explicitly allocate and 
free memory, such as in C++. The other way is for the lan­
guage to provide automatic memory management, such as in Ac­
tor. Not only is it disastrous if a programmer frees data 
before it is finished being used, manual memory management
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also increases the complexity of programming. Bjarne Strou- 
strup, the developer of C++, felt memory management is too 
important not to be placed in the hands of the programmer. 
However, the Whitewater group felt memory management is too 
important for a sophisticated window programming environ­
ment to be placed in the hands of the programmer. There­
fore, Actor contains a garbage collector and static memory 
swapping.
C++ has two special types of member functions, con­
structors and destructors, which play an important role 
in memory management. Objects can have static duration 
in which they are allocated memory from the start of pro­
gram execution until it ends. All functions are static ob­
jects. All variables with file scope, globals, are also 
static. A variable can explicitly be declared with 
static or extern to be given static duration. Static 
objects are initialized to zero or null, if no explicit ini­
tial value is given. Objects can also have local dura­
tion in which they are created on a stack when a program en­
ters a block or function and deallocated when it exits from 
that block or function. Objects can also have dynamic du­
ration in which they are created and destroyed by specific
function calls during a program's execution. Storage is al­
located from a special memory reserve known as the heap. 
This is handled by the standard library functions, malloc 
and free, or by the constructor, new, and destructor,
delete.
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A constructor specifies how a new object of a class 
type will be allocated memory and initialized. A construc­
tor can be user-defined or generated by default. The C++ 
compiler calls the appropriate constructor when a new ob­
ject of a class is defined. This occurs in a data declara­
tion, when an object is copied, or by using new to dynam­
ically allocate a new object. Here is an example of class 
Point with a constructor:





Point (int NewX, int NewY),* /* constructor
declaration */
} ;






The name of the constructor and the name of the class are 
the same, allowing the compiler to know it is a construc­
tor. A constructor does not have a return type as other 
functions do. Default values can be given for function 
arguments:
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Point::Point(int NewX=0, int NewY^O)
This statement would initialize any declared Point's X and 
Y values to 0. Thus, the declaration:
Point Center(4); 
would initialize X to 4 and Y to 0 by default. The follow­
ing statement would create a dynamic Point class object: 
Point *Center - new Point(25,25);
However, if new is used to create a dynamic object, the 
programmer is responsible for deallocating it. C++ cannot 
determine when the object will no longer be needed. There­
fore, the operator delete must be executed to deallocate 
memory:
delete Center;
Just as a constructor for a class can be identified by the 
same name, a destructor for a class is the class name pre­
ceded by .
Suppose Node represents a linked list of Node rec­
ords which are Point objects.
struct Node { /* the list item can be Point */
Point *Item; /* or any class derived from Point */ 
Node *Next;
} ;
class List { /* the list of objects */
Node *Nodes; 
public:
List(); /* constructor */
~List(); /* destructor */
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};
The corresponding constructor and destructor definitions 
are:
List::List () { /* constructor */
Node *N;





List::~List() { /* destructor */
while (Nodes != NULL) {
Node *N = Nodes; 
delete (N->Item);




Constructors and destructors cannot be inherited, but a de­
rived class can call its base class' constructors and de­
structors. The compiler automatically calls constructors 
and destructors when defining and destroying objects. If a 
destructor is not explicitly defined for a class, then the 
compiler will generate one, as in the class Point. Mem­
bers of an object must be deallocated before the object it­
self is deallocated, as in the class List. As one can
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see, memory allocation must be a concern of a C + + 
programmer.
Actor has a new message used to create objects. 
There is no construct for deleting an object from memory. 
Actor handles this task automatically. The garbage collec­
tor, due to its careful design, takes only a fraction of a 
second to free memory. This does not cause any noticeable 
interruption in time-critical operations as can be seen in 
other languages which may pause for seconds or minutes 
while garbage collection takes place.
Actor has static and dynamic regions for its object 
memory. Classes, methods, symbols, and compiled methods 
which will remain in use for a long time are stored in 
static memory. Objects with a short life span, such as 
strings, long integers, and those created in an application 
are stored in dynamic memory. A static method can be 
used to make any dynamic object a static object. The gar­
bage collector reduces its work load by focusing only on 
dynamic memory. It continuously copies dynamic objects 
that are still accessible from one memory location to anoth­
er. The memory of those objects considered as "dead" is 
reused.
The developer can allocate the amount of kilobytes of 
static and dynamic memory by using the Snapshot As com­
mand. The developer can use the Show Room! command to 
display the amount of static space in use. The Cleanup! 
command invokes a static garbage collector that can be used
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during the compile and install process. There are also two 
methods available for checking on dynamic and static memo­
ry. The staticRoom() method displays available bytes for 
static memory. The checkDynamic method displays an error 
box, if there is less than 5000 bytes of dynamic memory 
available.
A "live" or accessible object is one that can be 
reached through a global variable. Global variables should 
be kept to a minimum allowing the garbage collector to free 
memory quickly. Large objects no longer in use should be 
set to nil.
5.3.8 Development Environment
It's important for an object-oriented language to have 
a good development environment to take full advantage of 
the object-oriented traits such as reusability and inher­
itance. C++ does not have a standard development environ­
ment, because there are several different Software vendors 
of C++, such as AT&T, Zortech, and Borland. Although C++ 
is portable, the developer may not be familiar with a dif­
ferent development environment.
Actor avoids these problems by being a complete develop­
ment environment and programming language that runs as a 
Windows application. This makes it easier to develop win­
dows applications with menus and dialog boxes. Actor's de­
velopment tools are popup windows used for compilation of 
code, inspection of objects, and the debugging of code. 
Among them are:
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g Browser used to view existing classes and meth­
ods and to create new ones which can
immediately be tested 
B Workspace used to test code that was created in a
browser or on a line-by-line basis 
Inspector used to view or change data values
g Debugger used to debug run-time problems— -auto-
matically opened by Actor when a
run-time error occurs 
An Actor developer has a standard environment, created by 
The Whitewater Group, in which to work and thereby enhances 
reusability.
5.3.9 Class Library
The Class Library of an object-oriented language con­
tains the building blocks for the foundation of the appli­
cation. The richer the class library, the more quickly and
easily a new application can be developed. Classes can be
used as templates to create objects. Classes set up code 
organized for reusability.
C++ does not have a standard class library. Also, C++ 
does not provide any guidelines for organizing class li­
braries. This leads to incompatibility of different class 
libraries. If C++ is to become the dominant object-ori­
ented language, a standard class library is a must.
Actor on the other hand includes more than 125 classes 
of objects. Besides the basic classes, such as those for 
integers, there are graphics, windowing, and data
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management classes. A hierarchical chart of the classes 
is given in the Actor manual and is listed in the 
Browser. Actor immediately allows the developer to 
experience the concept of reusability as applications are 
built.
5.3.10 Comparison of Languages
Table 1 is a summary of the key points of the previous 

























































Table 1 - Comparison of C++ & Actor
choice were to be made with no previous background in 
object-oriented programming of using a hybrid or a pure lan­
guage, then the choice is clearly a pure language. If a de­
veloper is experienced in C, then it would be a natural pro­
gression to adopt C++. Because of the widespread use of C, 
C++ is becoming the dominant object-oriented language. How­
ever, since Actor's syntax is similar to Pascal or C, it is 
easy for a C developer to learn Actor. Actor does not have 
any object-oriented characteristics that are more complex 
than its counterpart in C++. Actor provides implicit ac­
cess control and garbage collection. The standard develop­
ment environment and class library also provide an incen­
tive to use Actor over C++. One feature C++ has that Actor 
doesn't is multiple inheritance, but problems exist. Any 
of a variety of ancestors can be the source of error in 
C++, destroying the concept of encapsulation. When multi­
ple ancestors have methods of the same name, the first- 
named ancestor is selected or one is explicitly named, 
undermining polymorphism. Actor implements a form of mul­
tiple inheritance, termed protocols, which avoids the prob­
lem of producing code that is difficult to maintain. Anoth­
er problem with a hybrid language such as C++ is, even 
though one may not need to know C to learn C++, most manu­
als and texts on C++ refer pervasively to C.
5.3.11 Summary
Users of today's systems want sophisticated Graphical 
User Interfaces (GUIs) such as providing windows, pull-down
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menus, icons, and using a mouse. A window-based language, 
such as Actor, provides the standard window and menu class­
es, as well as, tools in the development environment to re­
duce the time it takes to develop a GUI. C++ does not pro­
vide a set of standard classes, so GUIs must be built based 
on the vendor's supplied classes. A developer has to cre­
ate most of the code himself. An Actor developer would 
have a prototype GUI up and running much sooner than his 
C++ counterpart.
The strengths of a pure object-oriented language seem 
to be overwhelmingly in its favor. Whereas, unless one is 
attached to using the procedural base language for a hybrid 
object-oriented language, the only benefits derived are the 
object-oriented concepts of polymorphism and reusability 
that do not exist in the base language.
Actor's simplicity and consistency to the principles of 
object-oriented design was chosen as the first language in 
which to prototype a DELTA design. Due to C++'s growing 




The importance of formal languages to software design 
has been noted. A formal object-oriented design language, 
DELTA, has been defined with a graphical development en­
vironment. This satisfies the demand for an easy~to~learn 
and easy-to-use visual interface.
Characteristic features of an OODL have been present­
ed. DELTA incorporates as many of these as possible with­
out becoming language dependent. The OODL features present 
in DELTA'S language independent grammar are:
—  Definition of objects
—  Class Definition
—  Method Definition
—  Message Passing
—  Polymorphism
—  Inheritance
- single or Hierarchical 
The following features are language dependent and are repre­
sented in DELTA'S formal annotations to Actor.





Since DELTA'S source code is written in Actor, DELTA 
provides the following feature automatically.
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—  Garbage Collection
A set of goals has been established for DELTA and a 
discussion of how DELTA meets those goals is given in the 
next section.
A prototype of DELTA has been developed to measure 
its feasibility as a realizable environment.
An extensive analysis of Actor and C++ led to the se­
lection of Actor as the first implementation language in 
which to prototype a DELTA design representation.
6.2 Contributions
The definition and realization of DELTA, as described 
in this work, advances the state of object-oriented design 
in the following ways:
1) DELTA provides access to a graphical view of text at 
all levels of abstraction. DELTA provides a visual 
display of the object hierarchy, class definition, and 
method attributes. DELTA can be applied independent­
ly of an implementation language as a visual design 
language for use in the design of object-oriented 
databases.
2) The graphical and textual notations of DELTA support 
the standard object-oriented concepts found in object- 
oriented programming languages. Among those concepts 
supported in DELTA are classes, inheritance, methods, 
and message passing. This makes the transition to ob­
ject-oriented code more efficient and less error-prone.
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3) Formalism provides a means for developers to establish 
consistency and remove ambiguity from a design. The 
simplicity of DELTA'S notation allows experienced 
developers to take advantage of its formalism.
4) A well-documented system promotes reusability and re­
duces the maintenance costs of software systems. Docu­
mentation is provided in DELTA by the graphical view 
of the object hierarchy and textual views of the class, 
method, and message definitions.
5) Studies show that Graphical User Interface (GUI) devel­
opment consumes up to 65% of programming time. Since 
today's system call for increased GUI's as user inter­
faces, a formal language which taps the potential of 
the underlying windows classes will provide a more effi­
cient use of development time. One certainty in the 
software 1ife-cycle is change. An automated environ­
ment which accesses the design representation incremen­
tally supports prototyping and provides an efficient 
means of incorporating changes to the design. A pure 
object-oriented language, such as Actor, provides a 
standard class library which promotes rapid-prototyping 
and realizes inheritance at its full potential. Rapid- 
prototyping is possible by mapping DELTA to Actor. 
Since DELTA'S graphical view supports Actor's object 
hierarchy and object components and DELTA'S textual 
view is an extension of existing Actor notation, 
rapid-prototyping in Actor is a smooth transition from
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DELTA. Existing Actor systems can be enhanced by 
DELTA, as a visual design of the system can be gener­
ated, documentation of classes and methods can be creat­
ed, and annotations can be added.
6.3 Future Research
The extension of Level IV of DELTA'S syntax to other 
object-oriented languages and environments will increase 
DELTA'S applicability and flexibility. A prototype can 
then be created in languages other than Actor. This will 
also provide insight into incorporating improvements to the 
existing DELTA syntax.
The incorporation of multiple inheritance into the syn­
tax of DELTA will enhance DELTA'S flexibility as well. 
There are many critical issues to consider with multiple in­
heritance. The complexity of the design increases signifi­
cantly. A class precedence must be established to resolve 
any conflicts of multiple definitions in ancestor classes.
Many software companies are creating in house class li­
braries for reuse. The potential exists to incorporate 
DELTA representations into those libraries. This will 
provide reusability of DELTA designs in future software 
projects. Prototypes created by DELTA can be modified 
and reused as well.
Maintenance of existing legacy systems is an ongoing 
crisis for software engineers. Demands to improve existing
systems to interface with new technology are constant. 
Reverse engineering tools show the complex relationships of 
program elements and leave the more inventive and creative 
thinking to software engineers. A future enhancement of 
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APPENDIX A
Actor Language Description : Formal Grammar
NUMBER <Int> 1 <Long> I <IEEE
LITERAL NUMBER '@' NUMBER 
"#(" [LITERAL] @ ")" 





















ASSIGN r f  .  i i
TYPE ' : ' IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER [a-z]+ [a-z 1 0 — 9]@














obj 1[1 obj ']'





IDENTIFIER '(' rcvr argList 
IDENTIFIER '(' ')'
WCALL 1 (1 obj argList ') 1
WCALL 1 ( 1 ') '
obj rcvr
obj INFIX rcvr





IDENTIFIER '.1 IDENTIFIER 
Obj '.' IDENTIFIER 
ivChain 1.1 IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER ASSIGN obj 
obj 1[' obj ']' ASSIGN obj 




















I 1A 1 stmt
: /* empty */
I stmt
I stmtList 1; ’
I stmtList ';1 stmt
: KW__IF obj then stmtList KW_ENDIF
: KW_IF obj then stmtList KW_ELSE 
stmtList KW ENDIF
: /* nothing */ 
I KW THEN
: /* nothing */ 
I KW BEGIN
: /* nothing */ 
I KW IS
: KW_LOOP stmtList KW_WHILE obj begi 
stmtList KW ENDLOOP
: KW_SELECT caseList defClause 
KW ENDSELECT












: /* empty */
I KW DEFAULT stmtList
: KW_CASE obj is stmtList 
I KW ENDCASE semi
: /* empty */
I IDENTIFIER 
I ',' IDENTIFIER 
I parmList IDENTIFIER 
I parmList ',1 IDENTIFIER
: /* empty */
I IDENTIFIER 
I locList IDENTIFIER 
I locList IDENTIFIER




: KW_DEF fName 1(1 KW_SELF parmList 
I locDefs ')1 semi 1{1 stmtList '}1 semi
: /* empty */
I KW_USING 1(' locList locDefs ')'
: '(' blkHeader stmtList '} 1
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